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1. Welcome
“Temporalities of Globalisation” is the third international conference organised
by the Amsterdam Centre for Globalisation Studies (ACGS).
The ACGS was established in 2012 as part of the Cultural Transformations and
Globalisation Research Priority Area. The Research Priority Areas represent the
very best the University of Amsterdam has to offer in terms of research.
The ACGS focuses on the profound and lasting ways in which globalisation is
transforming our world. From new patterns of migration and diaspora, to new
trends in city and nation building, to new techno- informational networks of
communication and knowledge, the world is in rapid flux.
While the socio-economic dimensions of globalisation have been widely studied,
far less attention has been paid to its cultural dimensions. And yet, the need to
identify and understand how globalisation is effecting cultural change—spanning
from Asia to Europe, and from Africa to the Americas—is central to any effort to
form a comprehensive picture of our contemporary world. The ACGS responds
directly to this need and, in the process, provides a strong humanities
perspective that is frequently lacking in existing academic and public debates.
The researchers brought together by the ACGS have a longstanding tradition of
analysing discourses and representations of the nation state, European
citizenship, migrants, minorities, new media, and other related issues that are
undergoing rapid and dramatic change as a result of globalisation. Within the
ACGS, they build on their shared research momentum and knowledge to
generate new ways of understanding and explaining the relationship between
globalisation and cultural transformation.
To take full advantage of the diversity of backgrounds and perspectives
represented at the conference, a variety of session formats, from more to less
structured, are offered throughout to provide ample opportunities for you to
speak, listen, engage and interact. We wish the best for this conference and hope
it will provide you every opportunity for dialogue with colleagues from around
the corner and around the world.
We are very happy to welcome you in Amsterdam!
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2. Organising Committee
Jeroen de Kloet, Department of Media Studies, Faculty of Humanities, University of
Amsterdam.
Contact: B.J.deKloet@uva.nl
Esther Peeren, Department of Media Studies, Faculty of Humanities, University of
Amsterdam.
Contact: E.Peeren@uva.nl
Yolande Jansen, Department of Philosophy, Faculty of Humanities, University of
Amsterdam.
Contact: H.Y.M.Jansen@uva.nl
Joost de Bloois, Department of Literary and Cultural Analysis, Faculty of
Humanities, University of Amsterdam.
Contact: J.G.C.deBloois@uva.nl
Marieke de Goede, Department of Politics, Faculty of Social and Behavioural
Sciences, University of Amsterdam.
Contact: M.deGoede@uva.nl
Jori Snels, Art Studies, Faculty of Humanities, University of Amsterdam.
Contact: J.Snels@uva.nl
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3. Where Are We Now? Temporalities of
Globalisation
Globalisation is often seen as a single process, unfolding in a single timeframe
that serves as a universal measure. This synchronic, or perhaps better still,
monochronic conception of globalisation’s temporality creates problematic
distinctions between the ‘contemporary’ and the ‘archaic’, between the
‘modern’ and the ‘traditional’ and between globalisation’s GMT and cultures,
subjects and areas that are seen to remain out of time. Such a vision of the
temporality of globalisation, and its underlying ʻdenial of coevalnessʼ (Johannes
Fabian), entails a perpetuation of the dominant narrative of modernisation and
modernity as progress and temporal advance, as the integration (or lack thereof)
in the universalising timeframe of the contemporary (Amy Allen). Today, we
witness many cultural practices that challenge, refute or problematise this
narrative: from new forms of cultural translation (including a validation of the
untranslatable) and the proliferation of decolonial altermodernities to the
emergence of Euro-American populist nostalgia; from accelerationism and hypertemporalities (such as that of climate change), to renewed appraisals of slowness
and reflection on the end of temporality (Fredric Jameson).
The 2016 Amsterdam Centre for Globalisation Studies conference highlights the
urgency to reconsider globalisation from the perspective of today’s multiple
temporalities. We want to explore new conceptualisations of the multiple,
differentiated temporalities of globalisation. What if still dominant
representations of globalisation as an unfolding process – an agent of sorts that
is alternatively embraced, resisted, missed out on; that homogenises or
pluralises – are simply inadequate to grasp what we refer to as globalisation
today?
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4. Practical Information
Conference Venues
A: Singel University Library (UB): Singel 425, 1012 WP Amsterdam
B: University Theatre: Nieuwe Doelenstraat 16-18, 1012 CP Amsterdam
C: Oudemanhuispoort (OMHP): Oudemanhuispoort 4-6, 1012 CN
Amsterdam

Food and Drinks
Tea and coffee will be served during breaks in the University Theatre foyer. Lunch
is provided to all speakers from 12:30 till 14:00 at Café De Jaren on Thursday and
at the Atrium on Friday. The conference dinner for speakers will take place on
Thursday at 19:00 at Oriental City.

D: Café de Jaren: Nieuwe Doelenstraat 20, 1012 CP Amsterdam
E: Atrium: Oudezijds Achterburgwal 237, 1012 DL Amsterdam
F: Oriental City: Oudezijds Voorburgwal 177-179, 1012 EV Amsterdam
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Find the interactive map containing all locations here: http://bit.ly/2g7iGNV
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Transportation
Walking & public transportation
University Theatre
It is an 18-minute walk (1.5 km) from Amsterdam Central Station to the University
Theatre. You can also take the following trams (7 min, 2 stops):




Tram 9 toward Diemen (Sniep)
Tram 16 toward VU Medisch Centrum
Tram 4 toward Station RAI

Get off at Spui (Rokin) and walk to Nieuwe Doelenstraat 16-18 (300 m, 4 min).

Singel University Library (UB)
It is a 20-minute walk (1.6 km) from Amsterdam Central Station to the University
Library. You can also take the following trams (8 min, 3 stops):




Tram 1 toward Osdorp de Aker
Tram 2 toward Nieuw Sloten
Tram 5 toward Amstelveen Stadshart

Get off at Spui (Nieuwezijds Voorburgwal) and walk to Singel 425 (200 m, 2 min).

Oudemanhuispoort (OMHP)
It is a 17-minute walk (1.3 km) from Amsterdam Central Station to
Odemanhuispoort. You can also take the following trams (8 min, 3 stops):




Tram 1 toward Osdorp de Aker
Tram 2 toward Nieuw Sloten
Tram 5 toward Amstelveen Stadshart

Get off at Spui (Nieuwezijds Voorburgwal) and walk to Oudemanhuispoort 4-6
(550 m, 6 min).
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Taxi
You can phone for a taxi or go to a taxi rank (an area marked off on a street where
taxis wait for their fares). Taxis often wait near larger hotels in the city. There are
also several iOS and Android apps for ordering taxis in Amsterdam, such as
TaxiCentrale Amsterdam (T: +31 (0) 20 7777777).

Bicycle
Amsterdam is a bicycle-friendly city. Central Station, Leidseplein and Dam Square
are major rental hubs. Day rates average EUR 8. Bikes are sturdy and locks are
included. Equipment for children and other add-ons are also available. Most
companies offer guided tours as well as recommended route maps for trips in
and outside of Amsterdam. We recommend MacBike and Green Budget Bikes.
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5. Timetable
Day 1

Thursday 15 December 2016

8:45-9:15

19:00

Registration – University Theatre
Coffee and tea
Welcome – University Theatre
Keynote lecture – University Theatre
Amy Allen (Pennsylvania State University)
Coffee and tea – University Theatre
Panels 1-4 – University Theatre & Singel University Library
Lunch @ Café de Jaren
Panels 5-7 – University Theatre & Singel University Library
Coffee and tea – University Theatre
Keynote lecture – University Theatre
Rolando Vázquez (Utrecht University)
Conference dinner @ Oriental City

Day 2

Friday 16 December 2016

09:00-09:30

Registration – University Theatre
Coffee and tea
Keynote lecture – University Theatre
Louise Amoore (Durham University)
Coffee and tea
Panels 8-11 – University Theatre & Singel University Library &
Oudemanhuispoort
Lunch @ Atrium
Panels 12-14 – University Theatre & Singel University Library
Coffee and tea – University Theatre
Keynote lecture – University Theatre
Michael Shapiro (University of Hawai’i)
Closing – University Theatre, followed by drinks @ Café de
Jaren

9:15-9:30
9:30-10:30
10:30-11:00
11:00-12:30
12:30-14:00
14:00-15:30
15:30-16:00
16:00-17:00

09:30-10:30
10:30-11:00
11:00-12:30
12:30-14:00
14:00-15:30
15:30-16:00
16:00-17:00
17:00-19:00
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6. Programme Panel Sessions
Thursday 15 December, 11:00-12:30
Panel 1: Ecologies of Time
Location: University Theatre
Chair: Yolande Jansen (University of Amsterdam)




Arvid Van Dam (University of Leeds). ‘Temporalities of Environmental
Crisis’.
Daniel O'Neill (UC Berkeley). ‘Precarious Times: Disasters, Natural and
Unnatural’.
Solvejg Nitzke (University of Vienna). ‘A Place above Time –
Mountaineering Narratives as Climatological Tales’.

Panel 2: Fractured Times
Location: Singel University Library (Vondelzaal)
Chair: Robin Celikates (University of Amsterdam)




Bram Colijn (Free University of Amsterdam). ‘Out of Sync:
Heteroreligious Households in China’.
Xinhui (Sunnie) Wu (University of Exeter). ‘Globalization and the
Reconstruction of the Rurality of Chinese Rural Areas: Cases Study of
Canton, China’.
Bram Overbeeke (University of Amsterdam). ‘Go West: Reading Jia
Zhangke’s Mountains May Depart as a Contemplation on Speed and
Mobility’.

Panel 3: Precarious Times
Location: Singel University Library (Doelenzaal)
Chair: Joost de Bloois (University of Amsterdam)



Mireille Rosello (University of Amsterdam). ‘How Long before Refuge
Become Home? The Definition of Precarious Lodging in Contemporary
Europe’.
Opeyemi Akanbi (University of Pennsylvania). ‘Blurring Boundaries
between Labor and Leisure: The Paradox of Capital’s Role’.
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Linn Axelsson (Stockholm University). ‘On Waiting, Work-time and
Imagined Futures: Theorising Temporal Precariousness among Chinese
Chefs in Sweden’s Restaurant Industry’.

Panel 4: Global Publics
Location: Singel University Library (Belle van Zuylenzaal)
Chair: Aukje van Rooden (University of Amsterdam)
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Dan Hassler-Forest (Utrecht University). ‘Neoliberal Empire Strikes Back:
Disney, Star Wars, and the Political Economy of Fan Labor’.
Viola Sarnelli (University of Aberdeen). ‘Disorientating Schedules,
Displaced Audiences: Trans-National Channels in Search of a Global
Public’.
Florian Göttke (University of Amsterdam/ArtEZ Arnhem). ‘Performing
Effigies as Cross-Cultural Communication’.

Thursday 15 December, 14:00-15:30
Panel 5: Anti/Capital Times
Location: University Theatre
Chair: Erna Rijsdijk (Netherlands Defence Academy)




Hannah Tavares & Michael Shapiro (University of Hawai’i). ‘Educational
Bodies: Global Flows, and Curricular Temporalities’.
Filip Vostal (Czech Academy of Sciences). ‘The Great Acceleration:
‘Deflationary’ Notes’.
Joyce Goggin (University of Amsterdam). ‘The Precarious, the Exhausted
and the Cute: The Aesthetics of Neoliberalisation’.

Panel 6: Chronopolitics
Location: Singel University Library (Doelenzaal)
Chair: Thomas Poell (University of Amsterdam)




Peter Hitchcock (Baruch College NY). ‘World Enough, and Time:
Theorizing Chronotopes of Crisis.’
Yiu Fai Chow (Hong Kong Baptist University). ‘‘Ching-chun’ As a Form of
Chronopolitics’.
Roger Norum (University of Leeds/University College London). ‘Time and
The Other: Chronopolitics, Place and Geomobilities in Contemporary
Tourism’.

Panel 7: Financial Times
Location: Singel University Library (Vondelzaal)
Chair: Eric Schliesser (University of Amsterdam)




Benjamin Wilhelm (University of Gießen). ‘Synchronizing Time: Risk,
Insurance and the ‘Globalisation’ of Marked-Based Credit’.
João Nunes de Almeida (University of Lancaster). ‘Endless Indecision:
The Sacred Management of Sovereign Debt Crises in Contemporary
Portugal’.
Tom Lundborg (Swedish Institute of International Affairs). ‘The Temporal
Decay of the Modern International’.
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Friday 16 December, 11:30-13:00
Panel 8: New Futures
Location: University Theatre
Chair: Esther Peeren (University of Amsterdam)




Michelle Bastian (University of Edinburgh). ‘Rethinking the Potential of
Clock-Time, or Do We Need a Critical Horology?’.
Mark Schmitt (TU Dortmund). ‘After the Future? Cancelled Futures and
the Precarious Temporality of Global Neoliberalism’
Roshni Sengupta & Priya Swamy (Tilburg University/ Leiden University).
‘The ‘Perfect’ Universe: Constructing a Hindu Utopia through Social
Media’.

Panel 9: Decolonizing Time
Location: Singel University Library (Vondelzaal)
Chair: Frans-Willem Korsten (Leiden University)




Niall Martin (University of Amsterdam). ‘Hospitality, Labour and The
Decolonisation of Work in Nick Broomfield’s Ghosts.’
Doro Wiese (Utrecht University). ‘Untranslatable Timescapes in James
Welch’s Fools Crow’.
Ana Mendes (University of Lisbon). ‘Eruption and Ruination: Rana
Dasgupta’s Temporalities of ‘Rising India’.’

Panel 10: Securing Time
Location: Singel University Library (Belle van Zuylenzaal)
Chair: Marijn Hoijtink (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)
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Karine Côté-Boucher (Université de Montréal). ‘Of ʻOld waysʼ and ʻNew
Waysʼ: Generations, Border Control and The Contested Temporality of
Security’.
Caroline Holmqvist (Swedish Institute of International Affairs). ‘Spectres
of War’.
Mohadeseh Zarebidaki & Iman Ganji (University of Bielefeld/Frei
Universität Berlin). ‘Temporalities of War’.

Panel 11: Worldings
Location: Oudemanhuispoort (A 2.14)
Chair: Carolyn Birdsall (University of Amsterdam)




Jaap Kooijman (University of Amsterdam). ‘Think Different. An American
Conception of the World: Stuart Hall’s ʻThe Local and the Globalʼ
Revisited’.
Marga van Mechelen (University of Amsterdam). ‘Re-reading
Appadurai’s Notion of ‘Scape’ in Relation to Cultural Globalization’.
MeLê Yamomo (University of Amsterdam). ‘Translocations of Global
Auditioning: Migrant Filipino Musicians and Acoustic ‘Worlding’ in the
Asia Pacific’.
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Friday 16 December, 14:30-16:00
Panel 12: Il/licit Temporalities
Location: University Theatre
Chair: Marieke de Goede (University of Amsterdam)





Geoff Gordon (T.M.C. Asser Institute The Hague). ‘Imperial Standard
Time’.
Filipe dos Reis & Maj Lervad Grasten (Copenhagen Business
School/University of Erfurt). ‘On the ‘Futures Past’ of International Law:
Interventions, Kosovo and the Politics of Time’.
Dušan Marinković & Dušan Ristić (University of Novi Sad). ‘Neo-Liberal
Erosion of History and The Post-Societal Order of Time/Space’.
Sinkwan Cheng (University College London). ‘Disrupting the Linear
Temporality of Globalization: The Contemporary Relevance of an Ancient
ʻRightʼ in both Europe and China’.

Panel 13: Embodied Times
Location: Singel University Library (Belle van Zuylenzaal)
Chair: Pepita Hesselberth (Leiden University)




Caroline Vander Stichele (University of Amsterdam). ‘Yoga’s Ancient
Indian Roots: Time and Space in Discussions on the Origin of Modern
Yoga’.
Martin Hyde (University of Manchester). ‘Mapping the Global
Biotemporalities of Ageing and Later Life’.
Matt Cornell (University of Amsterdam). ‘The Therapeutic Infantile in
Precarious Times’.

Panel 14: Time to Protest
Location: Singel University Library (Vondelzaal)
Chair: Jeroen de Kloet (University of Amsterdam)
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Matt Davies (Newcastle University). ‘Music, Time, Political Economy:
Lived Space and the Problem of Scale’.
Natasha Basu (University of Amsterdam). ‘Race, Revolution and
Transnational Civil Disobedience’.
Judith Naeff (Nijmegen University). ‘Questioning the Notions of Rupture
and Failure in the Context of Global Social Protest Movements’.

7. Keynote Speakers: Abstracts and
Biographies
Thursday 15 December, 09:30–10:30
Amy Allen, ‘Are We All Moderns Now? Critical Theory
and the Decolonial Turn’
Abstract
The claim that ʻwe are all moderns nowʼ is frequently invoked by Frankfurt
School critical theorists in their engagements with questions of postcoloniality.
Often connected with an appeal to the notion of multiple modernities, this claim
is offered as a response to the charge that critical theoryʼs stalwart defense of
modernity mires this tradition in Eurocentrism. But what do critical theorists
mean when they say that we are all moderns now? What other commitments
does this claim entail? And is it true? Drawing on and extending some of the
ideas from my recent book, The End of Progress, this lecture will explore these
questions, using them as the starting point for assessing the prospects and
conditions of possibility for a productive dialogue between critical and decolonial
theory.

Bio
Amy Allen is Liberal Arts Research Professor of Philosophy and Women's,
Gender, and Sexuality Studies and Head of the Philosophy Department at the
Pennsylvania State University. Her most recent book is The End of
Progress: Decolonizing the Normative Foundations of Critical Theory (Columbia
University Press, 2016). She is the editor of the Columbia University Press book
series New Directions in Critical Theory and the co-editor in chief of the journal
Constellations.
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Thursday 15 December, 16:00–17:00
Rolando Vázquez, ‘Relational Temporalities, from
Global Modernity to the Decolonial’
Abstract
A decolonial understanding of globalization requires us to think how
globalization is an expression of the modern/colonial divide. We will analyze
western modernity as a hegemonic force in the configuration of globalization. In
particular we will look at how western modernity imposed a relation to time, a
form of temporality that enable the west to appear as the now of history, and to
hold the normative force of the contemporary. The modern/colonial divide was
built along forms of temporal discrimination in which civilization, progress,
development, etc. became expressions of entitlement to the present of history,
turning pastness as a constitution of alterity.
The decolonial response to the denial of coevalness is not that of seeking
recognition within the present of modern temporality. The decolonial challenges
and delinks from the parameters of recognition set by modern temporality. The
chronology of modernity has mediated the relation to the real in a way in which
the past is reified and seen as always already gone, the future is fetishized and
always to come, whereas reality is reduced to the present presence. Modern
temporality, with its concurrent cult of novelty and normativity of
contemporaneity, is subservient to western metaphysics of presence. Decolonial
thought does not seek a space of recognition within the empty present of
western modernity for what has been denied by temporal coloniality. Decolonial
thought invite us to delink from modern temporality and think of relational
temporalities as an alternative form of inhabiting and relating to the world.

Bio
Rolando Vázquez teaches Sociology at the University College Roosevelt,
University of Utrecht in the Netherlands. Since 2010 he coordinates with Walter
Mignolo the Middelburg Decolonial Summer School. Through his work he seeks
to develop practices of thinking and learning that transgress disciplinary and geopolitical boundaries. His research on relational temporalities seeks to overcome
the western critique of modernity and contribute to the ongoing efforts to
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decolonize knowledge, aesthetics and subjectivity. He co-authored the report of
the Diversity Commission of the University of Amsterdam in 2016.

Friday 16 December, 09:30–10:30
Louise Amoore, ‘Cloud Futures’
Abstract
The algorithmic architecture of cloud computing is becoming ever more closely
intertwined with sovereign authority – from the sharing of intelligence data, to
border controls, immigration decisions, and drone strikes. Developing an analogy
with the aesthetics of the cloud chamber of early twentieth century particle
physics, I explore the geopolitical capacities of the cloud in cloud computing.
How does the cloud render perceptible that which could never be visible on a
register of human vision? Like the cloud chambers of twentieth century particle
physics, contemporary cloud computing is concerned with rendering perceptible
and actionable that which would otherwise be beyond the threshold of knowable
futures. Through the computational logics of feedback loops and back
propagation, the global present becomes governed by cloud reasoning on three
distinct registers: condensing traces; discovering patterns; and archiving the
future.

Bio
Louise Amoore (Durham University) researches and teaches in the areas of global
geopolitics and security. She has particular interests in how contemporary forms
of data, analytics and risk management are changing the techniques of border
control and security. Louise has been awarded a Leverhulme Major Research
Fellowship (2016-18) for work on the Ethics of Algorithm.
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Friday 16 December, 16:00–17:00
Michael Shapiro, ‘Remediating Events: Toward a
Politics of the Sublime’
Abstract
The address brings together conceptual and textual streams to analyze the way
events are remediated in artistic texts. Conceptually, the analysis is based on a
critique of Kantʼs temporal model for treating the sublime experience – a rapid,
wholly cognitive shift from an overawed apprehension to comprehension.
Drawing on a variety of post Kantian philosophical positions, which defer that
temporaIity, the focus is on the way an event endures as various critical
interventions take place, mostly in diverse genres of cultural and artistic media.
Offering a brief scan of the philosophical rationale, the address turns primarily to
concrete textual examples - for example Gus Van Santʼs remediation of the
ʻmoment of psychoʼ (his remake of the film and the critical commentary that
resulted), and Don DeLilloʼs and Art Spiegelmanʼs remediations of the 9/11 event
(with the novel Falling Man and the graphic comic In the Shadow of No Towers,
respectively).

Bio
Michael J. Shapiro is a Professor of Political Science at the University of Hawaii at
Manoa. Among his recent publications are War Crimes: Atrocity, and Justice
(Polity, 2015) and Politics and Time: Documenting the Event (Polity, 2016). His
current project The Political Sublime is forthcoming from Duke University Press in
2017.
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8. Participants: Abstracts and
Biographies
Thursday 15 December, 11:00–12:30,

Ecologies of Time (1)
Arvid Van Dam, ‘Temporalities of Environmental
Crisis’
Abstract
Two thirds of the Iberian Peninsula is considered to be at risk of desertification.
Heat waves and drought are increasing, and the soil is becoming less fertile in
large areas across Spain and Portugal. In the arid regions of Southern Spain,
different ways to confront and resist long-term drought have become part of
everyday life and are reflected in historical narratives and views to the future, as
well as in the physical landscape.
Understanding environmental disasters through relative terms, such as slow,
large-scale, or protracted, is undesirable because it results in dependence on a
norm and reveals a conceptual emptiness. Instead, I think an effort should be
made to understand what is called slow-onset disaster in its own right, and with
its own concepts. In particular, I will look at how the temporal scale of slowonset disaster challenges the distinction between crisis and normality. Based on
ethnographic fieldwork, this paper considers intensive plasticulture that emerged
in the second half of the 20thcenturyin the deserts of Almería, Spain, to address
how heterotemporal drought relates to regional exclusion from, and renewed
inclusion in national and European narratives. A long history of drought ties into
the means of existence of the people in Almería, and with it, European and global
economies and communities. By looking at the ways in which ‘slow’ disaster
becomes interwoven with other forms of crisis and resilience, and how these
become incorporated in both everyday life and larger historical and
environmental narratives, this paper makes an effort to develop a conceptual
understanding of ‘slow’ environmental crisis in its movement and functioning
across temporal, social, and spatial scales.
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Bio
Arvid van Damis Marie Sklodowska-Curie doctoral researcher in the
environmental humanities at the University of Leeds. Through ethnographic
fieldwork and an analysis of disaster narratives he studies discursive-material
expressions of drought and desertification in contested landscape designs in
southern Spain, and highlights how incoherent forms of knowledge and views to
a sustainable future materialise. His previous research focused on the crossroads
between globalisation studies and disaster studies by analysing the
collaborations between tsunami survivors, organisations, government, and other
stakeholders in southern Sri Lanka.

Daniel C. O'Neill, ‘Precarious Times: Disasters, Natural
and Unnatural’
Abstract
On March 11, 2011, at 2:46 pm Japan time, a 9.0 earthquake generated a recordhigh tsunami that took down Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant leading to
nuclear meltdown. 20,000 dead were washed away in a matter of minutes. And a
population of about 240,000 was displaced. Since that time, images of the
earthquake, tsunami and nuclear accident multiplied and circulated in
newspapers, television and social media to transform our understanding of the
meaning of ʻdisasterʼ and the possibilities of ʻrecovery.ʼ For all these images, the
impulse to document human loss generates yet another set of images touching
on non-human mortality and its ecological entanglements. This paper will
explore the recent surge of documentary films on the 3.11 disasters. By focusing
on Funahashi Atsushi’s Nuclear Nation (2012) and Fujiwara Toshiʼs No Man's
Zone (2012), among others, I examine how these films take up the political and
ethical challenges raised by the crisis situation. In tracking the affective textures
of dying, survival, and the slow violence of environmental destruction, these
films can be seen as attempts to articulate a critique of the state’s callous
optimism as well as effort to generate a new type of literacy about temporalities
of precarity. As a conclusion, I will reframe my discussion of the films into the
following questions: What is the work of critique that the documentary performs
in addition to its efforts to uncover the truth? What does critique expose in the
face of disaster? What timescales are made legible? What are the temporalities
of surviving disasters, of living within the mesh of global nuclear power?
22

Bio
Dan O’Neill is an Associate Professor in the Department of East Asian Languages
and Cultures at the University of California at Berkeley. His research interests
include the novel in comparative perspective, global modernisms and colonial
modernity, East Asian cinema, photography and new media.

Solvejg Nitzke, ‘A Place above Time: Mountaineering
Narratives as Climatological Tales’
Abstract
The question of why one would risk one’s life to summit a mountain is as old as
the apparent desire to do so and has been discussed at length and dismissed
many times. But when it comes to climbing summits far above an environment
that could sustain life and especially when summiting mountains whose peaks
provide climates hostile to any living thing or being, those who live to tell the tale
have reached a climax within their biography. In fact, as I will argue, this is one of
the few ways to turn the confrontation of life-time and geological deep-time into
a biographical experience. By comparing fictional and non-fictional accounts of
such summits (Christoph Ransmayr’s Der fliegende Berg, Thomas Glavinic’s Das
größere Wunder, Reinhold Messners Der nackte Berg and Jon Krakauers Into Thin
Air) this paper aims to show that the rhetorical strategies of representing a
summit cause the (auto-)biographical narrative to transform into a climatological
tale. That is, the confrontation of personal, global, and geological temporality is a
central motor for the narrative. By organizing stages of life analogous to the
vertical climates/climate zones of the mountain reaching and surviving the death
zone of the mountaintop both biography and climb are told as an adventure that
covers the Earth in its entirety and transcends opposing temporalities. I will
argue that tales of ʻHigh Placesʼ (Cosgrove 2009) provide the poetological means
to represent climates and, even more importantly, climate change in a way that
provides a valuable alternative to the disaster-prone so-called Cli-Fi (ClimateFiction). While being able to cover extremes, these tales are offering ways to
connect the unimaginable scale of the world and its atmosphere to what is
humanly possible.

Bio
Solvejg Nitzke (University of Vienna) is a postdoctoral research fellow of the DFGProject ʻClimate’s Timeʼ at the University of Vienna. She completed her doctoral
23

Studies (comparative and German literature) at the Ruhr-University Bochum
(Germany) in 2015 and is currently working on literary representations of
climate, (proto-)ecological formations in Austrian Literature and literary
depictions of the ʻBlue Planetʼ. The publication of her dissertation ʻDie
Produktion der Katastrophe. Das Tunguska-Ereignis und die Programme der
Moderneʼ is forthcoming (Dec. 2016, Bielefeld: transcript).
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Thursday 15 December,
Fractured Times (2)

11:00–12:30,

Bram Colijn, ‘Out of Sync: Heteroreligious Households
in China’
Abstract
Modern China operates on three ritual calendars. The national calendar dictates
official holidays; the lunar calendar structures sacrifices to Gods and ancestors;
and the Gregorian calendar regulates urban working life as well as church visits
and Judeo-Christians holidays. In the context of the explosive growth of both
Popular Buddhism and Protestant Christianity in a post-socialist setting, what I
call 'heteroreligious households' provide intimate insights into the friction
between multiple cosmologies which translate into multiple calendars, leading to
interpersonal conflicts about ritual conduct. In this field of tension, Buddhists
position themselves as more 'authentically Chinese' and true to 'traditional
culture,' whereas Protestants position themselves as more 'globally modern' and
'rational.' Using the metaphor of synchronized dance, a popular form of exercise
and socializing in contemporary China, heteroreligious households are depicted
as performing their rituals distinctly 'out of sync.' Why do we like living in sync
with others? Like synchronized sexual orgasms, getting 'in sync' with household
members may require investing time and energy. Apart from having separate
bodies and separate thoughts, members of heteroreligious households have
separate understandings about the correct calendrical patterns for ritual
performance. Themes such as ritual, rhythm, heteroreligiosity, and the
household are explored for their value to contribute to a multi-temporal
understanding of globalization.

Bio
Bram Colijn is a PhD student at the Free University Amsterdam, Faculty of
Theology. He has degrees in History (BA, Utrecht University) and Contemporary
Asian Studies (MSc, University of Amsterdam). He studies rituals in settings of
religious diversity in contemporary China. Recently he conducted a twentymonth fieldwork period for an anthropological study of heteroreligious
households. His (upcoming) publications are about Protestant funerals and
religious heterogamy in Xiamen, Southern Fujian.
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Xinhui (Sunnie) Wu, ‘Globalization and the
Reconstruction of the Rurality of Chinese Rural Areas:
Cases Study of Canton, China’
Abstract
Under the process of globalization, the unevenness between urban and rural
becomes more distinct. Globalization brings huge and hybrid impacts to Chinese
economy, politics and socio-culture. However, within rural areas, even within the
same province, the development extend and openness of villages differ. Some
villages grab the opportunity created by globalization to achieve great progress
in economy. In the meanwhile, more villages disappear or be at death's door
because of the lack of fluid information, technology and ability to react, which
led to the losing of labours. In those dying villages, the sense of place and rurality
are dissolving, perishing. On another hand, those who fit themselves into global
survive in globalization and still have to face the danger that local culture and
uniqueness are being homogenised.
Base on above, the main aims of this research is to understand how does the
rurality of Chinese villages be constructed and reconstructed in a globalization
era. According to the case study at Lirendong Village, Canton, China, where
online business was run by rural people, the emergence of this new kind of
villages illustrates that the global information network has elevated the
competitiveness of rural areas, and has given impetus to the formation of
“Global Countryside”. Furthermore, it is concluded that this kind of “online
villages”, and villages that attract countryside tourism and cultural industry have
formed a third pattern for domestic rural reconstruction, other than modernized
agricultural one and industrialized one. In addition, the rural areas have become
a new developing power with the assistance of global information network,
which may challenge the hegemony of cities among the country or even the
global economy. There is a continuous dynamic process of globalization and the
impact of Internet on the reconstruction of rurality. During this process, the
traditional production mode in rural as well as the lifestyles of rural people has
deeply changed. The understandings of rural people to rural areas become more
diversified, while their horizons are widened to the global scale, which bring
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profound effect to their personal career. In conclusion, the brand new
connotation has been brought to the rural culture.

Bio
Sunnie Wu is currently a second-year PhD student in the University of Exeter. Her
research interests mainly focus on rural geography and the cultural construction
of rurality. Her PhD project will examine the changing and reconstructing
ruralities in Chinese rural areas under globalisation. She has published a paper
based on a case study of a Chinese village running online business and the
influences of global information network on the locality.

Bram Overbeeke ‘Go West: Reading Jia Zhangke’s
Mountains May Depart as a Contemplation on Speed
and Mobility’
Abstract
This paper argues that Jia Zhangke’s film Mountains May Depart (2015 engages
with the divergent consequences of China’s globalization through a contemplation on the passing of time, contained within a narrative that revolves around
migration and the subjective experience of space and mobility. The film’s
cinematic structure allows for the extrapolation of its themes (expressed in a
story of a family forming and then drifting apart) towards an understanding of
global developments, thereby answering to the challenge asserted by Jameson to
be the most interesting for postmodern artists: that of representing ʻ[the] new
and seemingly unimaginable totalityʼ that is globalization.
Mountains May Depart presents an unusual plot structure, which consists of
three parts that take place in 1999, 2015, and 2025. These time windows tackle
globalization-induced developments such as the (perceived) rise of materialistic
desires in postsocialist China, embodied by, for example, the choice of the father
of the family to name his son ‘Dollar’. The film also engages with the concurrent
rise of both cross-cultural mobility, conveyed for example by the repeated use of
the song Go West, and cultural alienation, explored ad absurdum in the third act
wherein ‘Dollar’ and his father live in future Australia, and can no longer
communicate due to their inabilities to speak respectively Mandarin and English.
The migratory movements in the film ultimately split up the family spatially,
culturally and linguistically.
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While complex issues emerging from modernization, urbanization and globalization have always been central to Jia’s filmmaking, Mountains May Depart is his
first film to move outside China’s borders, and simultaneously into an imagined
future. These new ventures amplify questions of precariousness regarding one’s
place within the family, the nation, and within a rapidly changing environment in
general.

Bio
Bram Overbeeke teaches film and media studies at the University of Amsterdam
and is working towards a PhD in the humanities. His research focuses on
contemporary East-Asian filmmakers and films that create interesting narrative
and aesthetic strategies to engage with new or changing geopolitical and socioeconomic realities. The main focus in these investigations has been on the
cinemas of Hong Kong, mainland China, and South Korea, in which filmmakers
such as (respectively) Wong Kar-wai, Jia Zhangke, and Lee Chang-dong have
played a pivotal role.
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Thursday 15 December, 11:00–12:30,
Precarious Times (3)
Mireille Rosello, ‘How Long before Refuge Become
Home? The Definition of Precarious Lodging in
Contemporary Europe’
Abstract
This paper seeks to reflect on the relationship between temporality and refuge in
contemporary (post 2008) Europe. Rather than describing the current situation
as a refugee crisis, I observe what happens to the concept of a European ʻhomeʼ
when it is applied to populations represented as homeless. The idea that
refugees have lost their home and are looking for a new home in Europe may not
strike us as objectionable: it is a certainly more innocent claim than some of the
overtly xenophobic and/or racist anti-immigration tirades that barely hide exterminating impulses. It is of course tempting (and crucial) to prioritize
resistance to such layers of discourse. But since so-called ʻpro-refugeeʼ voices
seem to be losing the political battle when they are not implicitly held
responsible for the rise of extreme right movements (Steinmayr 2016, Wodak
2015), I would like to shift tactics and address an apparently less urgent and
more theoretical definitional questions of temporality:




When can the homeless be said (and by whom) to have rebuild a home?
When does precarious lodging constitute a home?
How can an altered definition of homelessness help create solidarity
between populations that are now imagined to be in competition for
scarce resources (the poor European who votes for the extreme right
and the homeless who needs help)?

On the one hand, I propose to foreground supposedly counter-intuitive
situations featuring non-refugee homelessness and refugee un-unhomelessness (I
will compare the recent French film Merci Patron in which the laid-out worker
has to set fire to his house for fear of being reduced to homelessness due to an
unpaid home insurance bill and a supposedly extraordinary or ironic turns of
events such as the behavior of a ʻSyrian refugee who repays German kindness by
feeding the homeless in his neighborhoodʼ.
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On the other hand, I will also consider to what extent the inadvertent imposition
of bourgeois cultural norms for what I will call the ʻminimum requirement for a
homeʼ sometimes results in counter-productive and exclusionary care or
compassion. The case study involved here will be the ʻcertificat d’hébergementʼ
required of families who wish to support a relative’s request for a visa, and which
specifies exactly how many square meters have to be available. I argue that the
invocation of such supposedly higher and more modern standards of living casts
a dark political shadow on an apparently very different context: the two forms
of refugee camps now coexisting in Calais: the de-humanized and animalized
ʻjungleʼ vs. the modern containers surrounded by high-security installations.

Bio
Mireille Rosello teaches at the University of Amsterdam (in the department of
Literary and Cultural Analysis and the Amsterdam School for Cultural Analysis).
She focuses on globalized mobility and queer thinking. Her latest works are a
special issue of the journal Culture, Theory and Critique (on ʻdisorientationʼ; coedited with Niall Martin 2016); an anthology on queer Europe, What’s Queer
about Europe? Productive Encounters and Re-Enchanting Paradigms (coedited
with Sudeep Dasgupta; Fordham University Press, 2014) and a collection of
articles on multilingualism in Europe (Multilingual Europe, Multilingual
Europeans, ed. László Marácz and Rosello, 2012). She is currently working on
rudimentariness.

Opeyemi Akanbi, ‘Blurring Boundaries between
Labor and Leisure: The Paradox of Capital’s Role’
Abstract
Globalization trends have encouraged, and in many cases, mandated a
consolidation of personal and work activities regardless of space and time. At the
center of this convergence lies a dialectic of control and resistance performed
through various modes of electronic communication, usage of which are
governed by the combined influence of corporate policies, employee practices
and government regulation. This paper discusses the paradox of capital’s role in
the incursion of leisure activities into labor hours and spaces by focusing
primarily on the historical development of online shopping at work typified by
the huge ʻBlack Friday and Cyber Mondayʼ sales, alongside the mass receipt of
marketing emails during work hours.
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The paper sets up the relationship between labor and capital, in classic Taylorism
style, as one of control of resistance, with capital typically demanding
uninterrupted production hours and labor, attempting resist this form of control
through overt or covert means. By focusing on electronic communication,
particularly the computer, this paper is able to explore online shopping at work
as a method of transcending spatial and time boundaries to engage in leisure.
Notably, this form of resistance is in fact aided by capital through relentless email
marketing, among other methods. The ensuing paradox is capital’s unwitting
complicity in the incursion of leisure activities into work hours and spaces. If 24/7
temporalities are fundamental to capitalism, as Jonathan Crary indicates, then
perhaps, labor is embracing a similar fluidity, with the aid of capitalism’s
unending online sales offerings.

Bio
Opeyemi Akanbi is a PhD student at the Annenberg School for Communication,
University of Pennsylvania. She studies how work cultures, policies and
regulations are formed around media technologies. She also studies mass
media's coverage and contribution to this formation, alongside the privacy
implications of new media technologies.

Linn Axelsson, ‘On Waiting, Work-time and Imagined
Futures: Theorising Temporal Precariousness among
Chinese Chefs in Sweden’s Restaurant Industry’.
Abstract
This paper explores the precarious working conditions in the Chinese restaurant
industry in Sweden – a country considered to have one of Europe’s most liberal
labour immigration policies. Drawing upon a theoretical framework inspired by
scholarship on precarious work and time geography, the paper argues
that precarious work performed by migrant labour can be usefully understood
through three interrelated temporal processes that, when they work together,
produce and maintain precarious work-life situations. They are: (1) worktime arrangements: that is, actual working hours per day and over the annual
cycle, the pace and intensity of work and the flexibility demanded of migrant
workers in terms of when work is carried out, (2) the spatio-temporal ‘waiting
zones’ indirectly produced by immigration policies that delay full access to labour
markets and in which precarious work-time arrangements consequently arise,
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and (3) migrant workers’ imagined futures, which motivate them to accept
precarious work-time arrangements during a transitory period. The paper
thus also illuminates that the Chinese chefs in Sweden’s restaurant industry are
not just passive victims of exploitative work-time arrangements. Rather, waiting
– for a return to China or settlement in Sweden – may be part of migrants’
strategies to achieve certain life course trajectories.

Bio
Linn Axelsson is a postdoctoral researcher in the Department of Human
Geography at Stockholm University. Her recent research focuses on the role of
the temporal in exploring migrant work and labour migration
management. Specifically, her work uses a temporal theoretical frame to explore
the often-overlooked precarious position of certain skilled and highly skilled
migrant workers.
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Thursday 15 December,
Global Publics (4)

11:00–12:30,

Dan Hassler-Forest, ‘Neoliberal Empire Strikes Back:
Disney, Star Wars, and the Political Economy of Fan
Labor’
Abstract
When Star Wars was first released in 1977, its phenomenal success provided a
new model for Hollywood’s post-classical blockbuster and its new temporal logic.
While director George Lucas’s ownership of the franchise established a model of
large-scale independent film production, Disney’s acquisition of LucasFilms has
consolidated the media empire’s power over some of the most profitable global
entertainment franchise. In this new era, the longstanding tension between fans’
creative appropriation and corporate control over ‘intellectual property’ (Jenkins
2006) enters a phase that typifies the cultural logic of global capitalism and the
temporal rhythms of transmedia advertising campaigns and global release
schedules. Central to this logic are the increasingly decentered and immaterial
forms of labor under post-Fordism: as industrial capitalism gave way to
neoliberalism’s processes of ‘flexible accumulation’ (David Harvey 1990),
fandom’s immaterial labor has become increasingly vital to the promotion and
circulation of global entertainment franchises like Star Wars.
In this paper, I establish Hardt and Negri’s concept of Empire (2000) as a helpful
way of understanding the political economy of global capitalism as the material
context for fans’ collaborative immaterial labor in complex transmedia
storyworlds (Wolf 2012). I will introduce the core concepts developed across
Hardt and Negri’s work, explaining the specific problematic of Empire as the
symbolic framework for imagining global capitalism, the creative abilities of the
multitude upon which its biopolitical power depends, and the temporal logic of
global 24-hour news cycles in which global media conglomerates have
unprecedented control over a superficially participatory attention economy
(Crary 2013). Drawing on Janet Wasko’s previous work on the political economy
of Disney’s entertainment empire, I examine the ways in which the Star
Wars franchise embodies the cultural logic of Empire, focusing most specifically
on the ways in which the extended publicity campaign for Star Wars VII: The
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Force Awakens (2015) mobilized fandom’s immaterial labor in the form of
spreadable media (Jenkins, Ford and Green 2013) and collaborative participation
(Derek Johnson 2012).

Bio
Dan Hassler-Forest works as assistant professor of Media and Cultural Studies at
Utrecht University. He has published books and articles on superhero movies,
comic books, adaptation studies, transmedia storytelling, fantastic worldbuilding, critical theory, and zombies.

Viola Sarnelli, ‘Disorientating Schedules, Displaced
Audiences: Trans-National Channels in Search of a
Global Public’
Abstract
After 2000, several non-Western states started broadcasting in English to
address directly a transnational audience of English speakers. For channels
like CCTV, Russia Today, Al Jazeera English, and Press TV, the main challenge is to
use the language of the global economy and a dominant format, that of 24/7
news set by CNN, to convey a different perspective on world news (Rai & Cottle
2007; Painters 2008). However, despite the increase in investments and
coverage, it seems that the reach of these channels is still very limited when
compared to the public of national television. Overall, our knowledge of transnational audiences’ attitudes remains very limited, despite their potential role
in contributing to a global and (unevenly) ʻcosmopolitanʼ mediated society
(Antique 2014; Christensen & Jansson 2015).
A key aspect defining transnational news channels is their programmes’
schedule. As the French philosopher Gabriel Tarde pointed out more than one
century ago, a public is defined by its simultaneous presence in time. Unlike
national and local channels, transnational channels cannot provide programmes
fitting in a typical television schedule – breakfast shows and evening news – for a
global
public. Their disorientating
timeframes, overcome
only by
the
dissemination of television contents through other digital devices, are among the
obstacles towards the consolidation of new transnational and deterritorialised
‘imagined communities’ (Anderson 1983; Jannson 1999:19).
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This paper presents a preliminary investigation on the reception of global news
outlets based on a combination of different sources, exploring issues of displacement, belonging, cultural identity and community building related to the
viewing of transnational channels.

Bio
Viola Sarnelli earned a PhD in Cultural and Postcolonial Studies at L’Orientale
University, Naples (2013), with a thesis on the news channel Al Jazeera English.
Between 2014 and 2016 she was a post-doctoral researcher at Mostaganem
University, Algeria, and then part of the ArabTrans project at the University of
Aberdeen, UK, investigating new media and satellite news consumption in the
MENA region, compared with global trends. Today she is a Teaching Fellow in
Politics at the University of Aberdeen.

Florian Göttke, ‘Performing Effigies as Cross-Cultural
Communication’
Abstract
The practice of hanging or burning makeshift dolls (effigies) depicting public
figures as signs of political dissent has a long history and a global spread. In
Europe, North America, Latin America, India and Pakistan there are traditional
practices related to rituals of purification and calendrical holidays that lie at the
root of the protest practice. Contrastingly, in many Muslim countries like
Afghanistan, Iran, Iraq, Syria, Egypt, and Algeria there are no such obvious
traditional practices, that would explain its imaginaries. Nevertheless, hanging
and burning effigies have been used there in political protests at least since the
1950s, for instance in colonial and post-colonial conflicts, as evidenced by the
many events reported in the news media that I found.
I will trace examples of the protest practice that show referencing and
appropriation across cultural boundaries to show how the practice has been
transferred by migrating people as well as through the news media, and that it
was especially used in international conflicts. I further suggest that the
enactment of the practice is an active attempt of communication with the
adversary in times of conflict, not through the channels of diplomatic notes and
press conferences that politicians use, but through an archaic symbolic image
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practice that sections of the population use to appropriate the global news
media. With that the protesters manage to access a global public sphere - albeit
an uneven one – to express their discontent with international politics. That
protesters, in for instance Afghanistan, are borrowing and adapting an Indian
image practice, which people in Europe recognise as part of their own traditions,
complicates the categories of contemporary and traditional, centre and
periphery and defies the logic of linear time. Although this complex layering of
tools of communication and frames of reference increases the tendency to
misinterpretation, it also hints to the existence of varied modes of
communication between a multiplicity of voices across national and cultural
borders.

Bio
Florian Göttke is a visual artist and researcher based in Amsterdam. Göttke
investigates the function of public images and their relationship to social
memory and politics. His lecture and book Toppled, about the fallen statues of
Saddam Hussein, is a critical study of image practices of appropriation and
manipulation in contemporary media society. Toppled was nominated for the
Dutch Doc Award for documentary photography in 2011. He is at work on a PhD
in Artistic Research entitled ‘Burning Images – performing effigies as political
protest’ at University of Amsterdam and teaches at The Dutch Art Institute/MFA
ArtEZ in Arnhem.
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Thursday, December 15,
Anti/Capital Times (5)

14:00–15:30,

Hannah Tavares & Michael Shapiro, ‘Educational
Bodies: Global Flows, and Curricular Temporalities’.
Abstract
As the neoliberal model of University education achieves increasing global
hegemony, foreign bodies (full-tuition paying ones) are increasingly recruited, as
they, along with the domestic ones enrolled are subjected to market-oriented
temporalities. Less interested in the production of innovative thinking, university
administrations seek to turn higher tuition payments into degree-carrying bodies
more rapidly – for example by instituting three initiatives that my analysis treats
as ʻby products of the information technology revolution,ʼ including ʻThree
Minute Thesis (3MT) Competitionʼ for Master’s Plan A theses and Doctoral
candidates, the ʻ15 to Finishʼ campaign that encourages undergraduates
attending its university campuses to take 15 credit units per academic semester
to graduate ʻon time,ʼ and an inbound marketing software platform called
HubSpot designed for businesses and companies to attract visitors 24/7 so they
may be converted from a ʻleadʼ to a ʻcustomer.ʼ Whereas the university was once
a heterotopia, a space in which governmental and commercial interests were
suspended to allow for unrestrained intellectual reflection and (in the words of C
Wright Mills), a place encouraging scholars ʻ[t]o time observations with thought
so as to mate a decent level of abstraction with crucial happenings,ʼ by ʻusing
[the] intellectual residues of social-history.ʼ In this paper we analyze the current
dynamic in higher education in which bodies and ideas are monetized rather
than intellectually enabled in ways that would allow the university to fulfill its
heterotopic role, to serve (as Foucault suggests) as spaces of reflection within
which all other spaces (local and global) are objects of critical observation.

Bios
Hannah M. Tavares is Associate Professor in the department of Educational
Foundations at the University of Hawaiʻi at Moano. She is the author of
Pedagogies of the Image (Springer, 2016) and has essays in the journals
Discourse: Studies in the Cultural Politics of Education, Educational Studies,
Educational Theory, Review of Education/Pedagogy/Cultural Studies and chapter
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essays in the books Handbook of Research in the Social Foundations of Education,
New Curriculum History, Troubling Gender in Education, The History of
Discrimination in U. S. Education: Marginality, Agency, and Power, and The State
and the Politics of Knowledge.
Michael J. Shapiro is a Professor of Political Science at the University of Hawai’i
at Manoa. Among his recent publications are Studies in Trans-Disciplinary
Method (Routledge, 2012), War Crimes, Atrocity and Justice (Polity, 2015), Deforming American Political Thought: Challenging the Jeffersonian Legacy
(Routledge, 2016), and Politics and Time: Documenting the Event (Polity, 2016).

Filip Vostal, ‘The Great Acceleration: ʻDeflationaryʼ
Notes’
Abstract
From high theory to pop-science literature, acceleration is now presented as a
defining attribute of our epoch. We are told that contemporary capitalist
modernity is out of temporal bounds; that human agents are not only passive
victims of structural mega-forces of fast modernity unable to intervene to the
workings of the social world but also that their cognitive and psychological
makeup is colonized by ‘high-speed runaway world’ irreversibly. Such, no doubt
valuable, observations are often couched in terms of the temporal
incompatibilities between different temporal orders – for instance by
highlighting the tension between, if not incommensurability of, organic biological
rhythms of human life and that of the global capitalist economy. Yet, in this
paper, I argue that the processes of acceleration and dynamization of life affect
different social sites in different ways and impact on psychological and biological
constitution of human life in multiple, ambiguous and often contradictory
fashion. Without challenging the basic thesis offered by authors such as Hartmut
Rosa, this paper will raise some ‘deflationary’ polemics focusing primarily on the
overwhelmingness, novelty and apparently catastrophic outlook that are often
integral to the assumptions associated with fast modernity. It will argue that
various pathologies characterizing the 24/7 accelerated society are unequally
distributed, manifest themselves diversely rather than uniformly, depending on a
given social setting and other sociologically relevant variables. Human agents are
in various, however limited, ways capable of negotiating, processing and
managing the temporal pressures and requirements inherent to the logics and
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logistics of contemporary capitalism. Such nuanced view by no means refutes the
seriousness of the temporal pathologies. Quite the contrary: it seeks for more
ethnographically-driven precision when identifying the most vulnerable social
sites, processes and provenances prone to temporal colonization inflicted by
24/7 global accelerated society.

Bio
I work at Centre for Science, Technology and Society Studies, Institute of
Philosophy of the Czech Academy of Sciences. My research combines two areas
of interest: sociology of time and social studies of science. I am PI of a project
funded by the Czech Science Foundation, which ethnographically explores
temporal pressure – its sources and implications – in scientific environment. My
book Accelerating Academia: The Changing Structure of Academic Time was
recently published by Palgrave Macmillan.

Joyce Goggin, ‘The Precarious, the Exhausted and the
Cute: The Aesthetics of Neoliberalisation’
Abstract
This paper will examine how cuteness, in the form of motivational cat posters,
puppy rooms, memes and so on, is currently deployed as a means of
"helping" people deal with precarity and exhaustion. This minor aesthetic, which
has its roots in Edo culture imported into the Dutch Republic from Japan
beginning in the 17th century, has grown in application and reach over time,
supported by industrialization, technology, globalization and finance. Over the
course of the 19th and 20th centuries cuteness continued to develop into a
global aesthetic that has come to dominate our 24/7 world in a variety of
disturbing ways, many of which feed directly into the happiness and motivational
industries. My argument then focuses how the stress associated with various
aspects of our accelerating life worlds is now addressed with cuteness, both
casually though social media, and concertedly through strategies put forward by
various industries--including the motivational and happiness industries--around
the globe.

Bio
Joyce Goggin is a senior lecturer in literature at the University of Amsterdam,
where she also teaches film and media studies. She has published widely on
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gambling and finance in literature, painting, comic books, film, TV, and computer
games. She is currently researching and writing on casino culture, Las
Vegasization and public debt, gamification and the entertainment industries. She
was recently appointed to the editorial board of SAGE Publications’ journal
Television and New Media, and she is one of the co-editors of The Aesthetics and
Affects of Cuteness (Routledge 2016).
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Thursday 15 December,
Chronopolitics (6)

14:00–15:30,

Peter Hitchcock, ‘World Enough,
Theorizing Chronotopes of Crisis’

and

Time:

Abstract
Rather than a global concept for undoing globalization, the paper argues for
situated readings that attempt to come to terms with the logic of a specific
crisis. Saying we're all connected is true, but obfuscates the striated time of
what is assumed to be global consciousness. Do the time/spaces of the literary
intensify this impasse? To what extent is the time of crisis always already a crisis
in the terms of temporality themselves?

Bio
Peter Hitchcock is Professor of English at Baruch College and the Graduate
Center of the City University of New York. He is also on the faculties of Women’s
Studies and Film Studies at the GC. He is the author of six books, including The
Long Space for Stanford University Press and Oscillate Wildly for University of
Minnesota Press. His most recent publications include ʻViscosity and Velocity,ʼ
for an anthology on oil (Cornell), ʻThe Leninist Hypothesisʼ for Poetics Today,
ʻAccumulating Fictionsʼ for Representations, ʻImmolationʼ for the Routledge
Companion to Literature and Human Rights, ʻHow to Read a Disciplineʼ for
Comparative Literature, ʻCulture and Anarchy in Thatcher’s Londonʼ for an
anthology on Hanif Kureishi, ʻ( ) of Ghostsʼ in The Spectralities Reader, ʻThe Space
of Time: Chronotopes and Crisisʼ for Primerjalna Knjizevnost, ʻDefining the Worldʼ
in Literary Materialisms and ʻEverything’s Gone Green: The Environment of BP’s
Narrativeʼ for Imaginations. Forthcoming articles include ʻThe Worker Subjectsʼ
for Cultural Critique and essays on biopolitics, water, and genre. Forthcoming
book projects include a monograph on the cultural representation of labor (for
Palgrave, in press) a monograph on worlds of postcoloniality, and an edited
collection on the Debt Age. He is currently working on two research projects: one
about seriality in politics and culture; the other on the aesthetics of commodities
and financial instruments.
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Yiu Fai Chow,
Chronopolitics’.

‘ʻChing-chunʼ

As

a

Form

of

Abstract
青春 (ching-chun). Literally ‘green’ and ‘spring’, this term suggests being young,
staying young, having dreams, chasing dreams, and every other attribute of
youth, without necessarily meaning people of young age. In my other capacity as
a cultural producer in Chinese language, I am drawn to the uncanny appeal of 青
春. I am not alone; many of my fellow cultural producers use this term for titling
and taglining their films, dramas, novels and songs. As someone embedded in
cultural studies, I find myself interpellated to understand not so much its
semantics and aesthetics, as its politics in this postcolonial city. In my paper, I will
bring 青春 into dialogues with three powerful narratives which configure our
imagination of time, and thus of our city and of us. First, as a term dislodged
from young people, 青春 offers an alternative to the dominant, generational
paradigm in youth studies in general (France and Roberts 2014) and in studies on
Hong Kong in particular (Lui 2007). It disrupts the linear, developmental narrative
writ small in discourses on generations, social or otherwise. Second, 青春 speaks
to another dominant sentiment in Hong Kong, a city and culture felt to be under
threat, under erasure: nostalgia, and the longing to return to when it was,
presumably – unlike 青春’s longing for something new, unknown. Finally,
towards the source of this perceived threat, mainland China, 青春 rejects its
typical, hegemonic recourse to 5,000 years of history, as if a 150-year-old city
does not have the right to speak. 青 春 does not respect the kind of
sedimentation and fetishization of time as encapsulated in such rhetorics. In
short, I propose 青春 as a possible reclamation of time, of imagining temporality,
a form of chronopolitics (Wallis 1970; Klinke 2013).

Bio
Yiu Fai Chow received his PhD degree at the Amsterdam School of Communication Research, University of Amsterdam. He is Assistant Professor at the
Department of Humanities and Creative Writing of Hong Kong Baptist
University. In 2013, his co-authored book Sonic Multiplicities: Hong Kong Pop and
the Global Circulation of Sound and Image was published. His academic works
appeared in Cultural Studies; Inter-Asia Cultural Studies; and Signs: Journal of
Women in Culture and Society. His current research projects concern creative
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class and single women. Next to his academic life, Chow is also an awardwinning creative writer. He has penned some 1,000 lyrical works for a diversity
of Chinese pop artists. Lately, Chow has been increasingly involved in prose
writing, multi-media and visual art projects.

Roger Norum, ‘Time and The Other: Chronopolitics,
Place and Geomobilities in Contemporary Tourism’
Abstract
This paper investigates chronopolitics – the politics of time – as a means
understanding of the ways in which heterotemporalities mediate tourism
practice, discourse and imagination. By linking time with geopolitical discourses
in tourism, the paper demonstrates the extent to which temporality is
geopolitically graphed – that is to say, the extent to which time becomes
politicised through and in spaces. In recent years, while temporality has become
central to much research on mobility and migration, few studies of tourism
contexts have sought to focus explicitly on temporal considerations and their
political ramifications. Yet through its various linkages to distance and cultural
distinctiveness, time is a mainstay of the tourist experience. Tourists are often
stereotyped as people who see destinations through a romantic, soft-focus lens
as a frozen-in-time utopias. The tourist myth of the unchanged, developing
society, frozen in time and kept temporally, geospatially and geopolitically
separate from the rest of the world, is a common trope in popular
understandings of tourist desire – such as in contexts of last-chance tourism.
Tourism sites often memorialise a societyʼs past; temporal displacement can
serve as a marker of the touristic desire for cultural distance; and distance
traveled is frequently seen to promise time travel to a distant (and purer or more
primitive) past. Indeed, while liminality and other temporal fixtures of tourism
(e.g. notions of nostalgia, authenticity and history) are central to the
imaginations and practices of many actors in the global tourism industry, it is the
geopoliticisation of time that makes tourism so politically charged in
contemporary global society.

Bio
Roger Norum is a Postdoctoral Research Fellow at the University of Leeds and a
Teaching Fellow in Norwegian at University College London. Trained in social
anthropology, his research focuses on temporality, sociality, mobility and the
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environment, and he has conducted fieldwork in Nepal and the European Arctic.
His current project investigates practices and imaginaries of tourism and travel
writing in the Arctic and examines everyday geopolitics among communities of
transience and precariousness. His most recent publications include Political
ecology of tourism: Community, power and the environment (London: Routledge,
2016) and Migrantes (Barcelona: Ediciones Ekaré, 2016).
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Thursday 15 December,
Financial Times (7)

14:00–15:30,

Benjamin Wilhelm, ‘Synchronizing Time: Risk,
Insurance and the ʻGlobalisation of Market-Based
Creditʼ’
Abstract
The societal production of risk and insurance provide for a shared notion of time.
One instance through which this practice can be observed is the making of
money-like assets. Through the convergence of several financial innovations a
product class came to light, which combined collateralisation, risk calculation as
well as insurance in such ways that a globally spread financial market could rely
on a not explicitly state-backed ‘currency’. The main technique to allow this socalled shadow banking system to work is based on a projection of past
tendencies into a ‘present future’ imaginary which in turn sustains the hierarchy
of (globalised) political order. Overall, it is argued that the momentary
interruption of market-based credit provision led to an even more powerful
synchronisation of time via making market-based credit provision connective to a
broader set of social spheres.
To make this argument the paper proceeds in three steps. First, it shows how the
momentary stalemate of market-based credit provision opened up the space for
reconfiguration. The run on the so-called shadow banking system in 2008 was
followed by a reform agenda which is now at the point to integrate shadow
banking into the regulatory frameworks ʻas valuable alternative to bank fundingʼ
(FSB 2014). Second, the paper highlights how the present imaginary of the future
is built into the calculatory practices of insurance products, which are central for
the mobilisation of money-like assets provided by a market-based credit system.
Finally, the paper argues that the present post-crisis future is built into the
working of the financial system and its products. It is thereby even more
powerful when it comes to arrange a shared notion of time via its connectivity to
a broader set of social spheres.
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Bio
Benjamin Wilhelm is a research associate at the Institute for Sociology of the
University of Gießen, Germany. Here he works on socio-politics of transnational
financial streams in the context of post-crisis financial regulation. Prior to this
worked at the Max Weber Centre for Advanced Cultural and Social Studies in
Erfurt, Germany, on civil society engagement in financial regulation. Benjamin’s
dissertation is about the politics of financial regulation; his most recent
publications on shadow banking will appear in the Routledge Handbook for
Heterodox Economics as well as in the Routledge Companion to Banking
Regulation and Reform.

João Nunes de Almeida, ‘Endless Indecision: The
Sacred Management of Sovereign Debt Crises in
Contemporary Portugal’
Abstract
Portugal as a nation-state has been traversed by sovereign debt crises. Serving as
an alibi to a fascist national salvation in 1926 or as legitimation for an IMF intervention in 2011, debt crises necessarily produce a temporality. Such temporality
is paradoxically formed by two dynamics: an eschatological one – the last days of
capitalism – and a katechontic one which endlessly delays the sacralized
apocalyptic event. The temporality of a sovereign debt crisis becomes the
temporality of an unredeemable debt to be eternally managed. In this sense, the
contemporary osmosis of the eschatological acceleration with the restrain of the
katechon inverts the classical definition of crisis: decision turns into indecision.
In this paper I will draw on contemporary investigations in political theology to
address contemporary sacralizations of debt crises. I will present an analysis
of newspapers articles, political speeches and political pamphlets from the
immediate years that followed the fascist coup in 1926, the revolutionary period
between 1974 and 1975 and the 2011 bailout period. Crisis will also be
conceptualized as a dispositif (in the Foucauldian sense): an assemblage of
elements, such as the variety of the mentioned texts, which responds to an
historical emergency. I will consider the works of Giorgio Agamben, Walter
Benjamin, Jacob Taubes, Carl Schmitt among others who work with theological
concepts of time.
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Bio
João Almeida is a PhD candidate at the Department of Sociology, Lancaster
University (UK). His PhD thesis deals with theological and discursive relations
between temporalities of crisis during Portugal’s dictatorship and liberal
democracy. He is particularly interested in political theology, discourse analysis
and social theory.

Tom Lundborg, ‘The Temporal Decay of the Modern
International’
Abstract
While the modern system of sovereign states is most often conceived in spatial
terms, it can also be analyzed in relation to specific assumptions of time and
temporality. In the discipline of International Relations we find at least three
distinct possibilities of theorizing the time of the international, based on cyclical,
historical and teleological notions of time. The starting point of this paper is that
whilst all three offer valuable insights into various aspects of the modern statesystem, they fail to address key questions concerning the potential death and
decay of this system. To think of the system in terms of decay, I argue, we need
to shift focus to how the core principles of the system, also open up to its
potential disintegration. In order to look for signs of the latter, the paper
examines how the principles of state sovereignty and non-intervention are
corrupted by forces of neo-liberal globalization. More specifically, I use the
example of tax havens to show how the core principles on which the
international system rests turn against system, and threaten to make is collapse
from within, implode rather than explode.

Bio
Tom Lundborg is Senior Research Fellow at the Swedish Institute of International
Affairs and Senior Lecturer in Political Science at the Swedish Defence University.
He is the principal investigator of the project ‘Time and Discourses of Global
Politics’, funded by the Swedish Research Council, 2014-2017. His publications
include Politics of the Event: Time, Movement, Becoming (Routledge, 2012), as
well as articles in Security Dialogue, European Journal of International Relations,
Review of International Studies, Alternatives, International Political Sociology,
and Theory & Event.
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Friday, December 16, 11:30–13:00, New
Futures (8)
Michelle Bastian, ‘Rethinking the Potential of ClockTime, or Do We Need a Critical Horology?’
Abstract
Key to the development of critical cartographies has been a critique of the ways
technologies used to describe, define and inscribe space are captured by elites
and an insistence that practices of mapping should be opened up to ‘the people’
(Crampton and Krygier, 2005). In doing so, the naturalisation of concepts of
objective space have been challenged and spatial knowledge has been clearly
understood as linked to politics and power. Work on the politics of time,
however, rarely challenges the naturalisation of a globalised clock time. In
continental philosophical work in particular the clock is routinely linked with an
objective, ‘universal’ time and dismissed as an avenue for political
contestation. In doing so clock-time is thought to be the province only
of technocratic elites (see Birth 2012). Calling for the development of a ‘critical
horology,’ this paper highlights the role of time as a form of organising in
common and asks how more expansive ways of ‘telling time’ might be
supported. It explores efforts to make wider ecologies of time more visible and,
in particular, whether clocks might be rethought as a route into understanding
the complexity and heterogeneity of our (whose?) times.

Bio
Michelle Bastian is a Chancellor’s Fellow at the University of Edinburgh. She
completed her PhD in Philosophy at the University of New South Wales and has
previously held positions at the University of British Columbia and the University
of Manchester. Her work focuses of the role of time in social methods of
inclusion and exclusion. She has explored this in a number of case studies
particularly focused on a range of environmental social movements. With
colleagues in Edinburgh she is developing approaches to Temporal Design and
also contributes to the Edinburgh Environmental Humanities Network. Recent
work has been published in Archival Science, Time and Society and Theory,
Culture and Society.
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Mark Schmitt, ‘After the Future? Cancelled Futures
and the Precarious Temporality of Global
Neoliberalism’
Abstract
In After the Future (2011), Franco Berardi argues that western capitalist societies
have been experiencing a ʻslow cancellation of the futureʼ since the 1970s and
80s (18). While the future used to hold the promise of progress and change
throughout the 20th century, embodied in texts like the Futurist Manifesto as well
as in utopian political projects across the globe, we now live in ʻthe century with
no futureʼ (ibid.). This was anticipated by late-20th-century forms of cultural
expression such as British punk, and characterised by a profound sense of
temporal fractation and an anxiety with regard to what might come after the
present (Berardi 24). A number of recent publications by cultural critics similarly
engage with shifting notions of temporality and the future in the neoliberal era:
in Capitalist Realism (2009), Mark Fisher rhetorically asks if there really is ʻno
alternativeʼ for the all-embracing capitalist system, while his collection Ghosts of
My Life (2014) deals with cultural and political ʻhauntingsʼ and ʻlost futures.ʼ In
their Inventing the Future (2015), Nick Srnicek and Alex Williams envision a postcapitalist ʻworld without workʼ, and Paul Mason’s recent book is promisingly
titled Postcapitalism: A Guide to our Future (2015).
In my paper I should like to address the post-capitalist project, its concept of
neoliberal temporality and its engagement with a new, if sceptical, futurity that is
sketched in these publications. I will do so by specifically examining the British
sociocultural contexts and political discourses from which many of these
publications emerge and will relate them to the current political climate after the
2015 general elections. I argue that the sense of shock and frustration on the left
after the re-election of David Cameron as well as the subsequent election of
Jeremy Corbyn as an unexpected radical new leader of the opposition will have
profound repercussions for the idea of a post-capitalist future sketched in these
texts. The present situation in Britain is thus exemplary of wider notions of a
global politico-economic and cultural futurity in the age of western
neoliberalism.
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Bio
Mark Schmitt teaches British cultural studies at TU Dortmund and has previously
taught at Ruhr-University Bochum and the University of Mannheim. He received
his PhD from Ruhr-University Bochum with a dissertation on ʻBritish White Trash:
Figurations of Tainted Whiteness in the Novels of Irvine Welsh, Niall Griffiths and
John King.ʼ His research interests include the discourses of class and race in
Britain and Ireland and the related processes of social abjection, cultural
theory, the contemporary novel and film studies. His current postdoctoral
research primarily focusses on the intersections of the discourses of mental
illness, psychoanalysis, (anti-)capitalism and neoliberalism.

Roshni Sengupta & Priya Swamy, ‘The ʻPerfectʼ
Universe: Constructing a Hindu Utopia through Social
Media’
Abstract
The incumbent right-wing Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) government came to
power in 2014 riding a huge populist wave in India, initiated in large part by a
highly effective social media campaign. The BJP’s success denotes the zenith of a
volatile and aggressive movement for Hindu self-respect, a communally divisive
notion that predicates the establishment of a Hindu Rashtra (Hindu nation). Since
2014, social media platforms have emerged as the primary site for an
increasingly globalized form of populist Hinduism. This paper examines how the
idea of a Hindu utopia includes and is constructed by various actors in the global
Hindu diaspora, specifically through social media networks. It does so by
introducing two case studies: Firstly, the diasporic Hindu trolls that act as virtual
protectors of ‘Hindu-ness’ by controlling and silencing dissent on social media
platforms and promoting a utopian vision of Hinduism. Secondly,
the aestheticised imagination of Hindu symbolism and practice as it is depicted
on the social media platforms of a Hindu temple in Amsterdam Zuidoost. These
cases will unpack the aggressive attempts to achieve ‘global Hindu perfection’ by
creating and maintaining virtual/temporal continuities and online narratives
of ideal Hinduism. This paper is built upon digital ethnographic accounts as well
as multi-sited fieldwork in temple spaces in Amsterdam, and forwards recent
discussions on rising right-wing politics and utopian visions across the globe.
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Bios
Roshni Sengupta is Erasmus Mundus IBIES Post-Doctoral Fellow with the Leiden
Institute for Area Studies, Leiden University. She completed her PhD from Centre
for Political Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi in 2014.
Priya Swamy is a researcher at Tilburg University. She completed her PhD at
Leiden Institute for Area Studies in 2016 and was a visiting fellow at the Royal
Netherlands Institute for Southeast Asia and the Caribbean (KITLV) in Leiden in
2015.
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Friday
16
December,
Decolonizing Times (9)

11:30–13:00,

Niall Martin, ‘Hospitality, Labour and The
Decolonisation of Work in Nick Broomfield’s Ghosts’
Abstract
In 2003, 23 Chinese undocumented workers died while gathering shellfish in the
dangerous tidal waters of Morecambe Bay in the UK. This tragedy is explored in
Nick Broomfield’s 2006 film Ghosts. Through a reading of this film and its
accompanying ‘making of’ documentary this paper examines the intersection of
two powerful but typically distinct discourses of globalised temporality: the time
of hospitality and the time of labour. Generally invoked to explore the condition
of displacement (Derrida, Rosello), the time of hospitality is articulated around
the distinction between temporalities of calculation (the future) and visitation
(l’avenir) and is associated with notions of home, the threshold and the stranger
– a conceptual topography of ownership and limit thrown into crisis through
the deterritorializing logics of globalization. As the classic metric of labour,
time enters the discourse of globalisation in the topoi of precarity, acceleration
and increasingly through a focus on processes of automisation (Terranova,
Bratton, Standing, Lorey, Srnicek and Williams) where production is supposedly
‘arcing towards free’ (Bratton).
Broomfield’s film encourages us to rethink the temporalities that each of these
discourses assume. Where the time of hospitality maps comfortably to the
distinction between the refugee (political) and migrant (economic) the
undocumented labour represented in Broomfield’s narrative (fugitive, exiled,
hidden, enslaved, undercutting and undercut but integral to a neoliberal
economy) raises numerous questions about Derrida’s distinction and the
topographies of a hospitality without ownership. At the same time, the tensions
arising from Broomfield’s decision to cast former undocumented workers in his
film invites us to reflect on the inhospitalities of an economy arcing towards free.
What is the temporality of authenticity with its implication of self-presence, and
to what extent do these tensions point to possibilities not only for decolonising
the work Ghosts, but of the modes of work assumed by both the temporalities of
hospitality and labour?
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Bio
Niall Martin is an Assistant Professor in the department of Literary and Cultural
Analysis at the University of Amsterdam. His research is focused on the different
ways in which concepts of noise interact with the affective and technological
dimensions of communicative capitalism to produce ideas of globalisation. He is
the author of the monograph Iain Sinclair: Noise, Neoliberalism and the Matter of
London (Bloomsbury 2015) and most recently, together with Mireille Rosello, he
co-edited of a special issue of Culture, Theory and Critique (2016) on the theme
of Disorientation.

Doro Wiese, ‘Untranslatable Timescapes in James
Welch’s Fools Crow’
Abstract
What happens if alternative worldviews on time and temporality, expressed in
literature, circulate on a global literary market? Many scholars have argued that,
when literary works circulate beyond their culture of origin, culturally specific
viewpoints are reduced in favor of Western hegemony. Others, however, have
challenged this position by emphasizing the unpredictable outcomes of
globalization processes. This talk enters into the debate to explore the ways
in which a failure to understand alternative worldviews can paradoxically
advance insights into the economies and hegemonies of knowledge-production.
This is the case because a failure to make sense limns and contours the limits of
Euro-Western knowledge. Taking the globally-circulated novel Fools Crow by
Native American Renaissance writer James Welch as an example, I discern
how readers, Euro-Western particularly, respond to indigenous concepts of time
and temporality in the chosen author’s work that cannot be translated and
integrated simply into modern, Euro-Western ways of knowing and being.
Welch’s Untranslatable Timescapes, I contend, thereby position the reader in
the present continuous of failing in sense-making.

Bio
Doro Wiese, PhD, is a lecturer of Comparative Literature and Gender Studies at
Utrecht University. She was trained in Film Studies and Literary Studies at the
University of Hamburg, and received her PhD from Utrecht University. Her
monograph The Powers of the False: Reading, Writing, Thinking beyond Truth
and Fiction (Northwestern University Press 2014) reflects on how literature can
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make it possible to represent histories that are otherwise ineffable. Her current
research aims to address forms of untranslatability in the highly acclaimed and
globally circulating oeuvres of American Indian authors Leslie Marmon Silko, N.
Scott Momaday and James Welch. In particular, this research will explore how
their fictional configurations of time and space remain incommensurable for
Western readers. Other research interests include the relation between
literature and historiography, New Comparative Literature and untranslatability,
intermediality, theories of affect, and critiques of (neo-)colonialism.

Ana Mendes, ‘Eruption and Ruination:
Dasgupta’s Temporalities of ʻRising Indiaʼ’

Rana

Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to examine the polychronic conception of
globalisation’s temporalities in Rana Dasgupta’s nonfiction, as part of a larger
project that seeks to contribute to the Derridean theorization of hospitality from
the perspective of contemporary sojourner and cosmopolitan writers. The
‘world-systemic’ novels of Dasgupta, Tokyo Cancelled (2005) and Solo (2009), are
characteristically stage to the different temporalities in which imperial forms
endure. This is arguably not surprising considering Dasgupta’s background: in
2000, he moved from New York to Delhi, reversing his father’s act of migration in
the 1960s, to find a newly ‘rising India’ with its continuing juggling of infrastructural, educational and bureaucratic challenges. Dasgupta’s nonfiction
book Capital: The Eruption of Delhi (2014) stands out by markedly setting in
opposition the different temporalities of this rising India. Drawing on Ann Laura
Stoler’s idea of ‘imperial debris,’ this paper is attentive to ‘the actual imperial
residues and remnants’ (2008: 192) that we find in Dasgupta’s nonfiction account
of Delhi’s ‘eruption’ in the context of the ‘Asian’ twenty-first century. The
fractured and multi-temporal present of his erupted and ruined Delhi, captured
by the lenses of an atypical returnee (but one who is ever more recurrent), is
inhabited by aging parents and new construction sites where once was vacant
land or debris. At the same time, Capital is also a returnee authorʼs personal
attempt to inhabit the fractured temporalities of Delhi, wherein the pull of
globalisation is alternatively embraced and resisted.
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Bio
Ana Cristina Mendes is currently Research Fellow at the University of Lisbon
Centre for English Studies (CEAUL/ULICES). Her areas of specialization are
cultural and postcolonial studies, with an emphasis on the representations of
alterity in the cultural industries and reception in the global cultural
marketplace. She has recently been pursuing research in contemporary visual
arts and celebrity. Her latest publications include the monograph Salman Rushdie
in the Cultural Marketplace (2013) and Walls and Fortresses: Borderscapes and
the Cinematic Imaginary (2015), a special issue of Transnational Cinemas.
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Friday 16 December, 11:30–13:00, Securing
Time (10)
Karine Côté-Boucher, ‘Of ʻOld waysʼ and ʻNew Waysʼ:
Generations, Border Control and The Contested
Temporality of Security’
Abstract
Critical scholarship approaches the temporality of security as one primarily
concerned with anticipation and precaution. Contemporary security would be
future-oriented. Yet, understanding how security professionals make sense of
their work invites a more plural conceptualization of the temporality of everyday security practice. Borrowing theoretical tools from the sociology of
generations and based on fieldwork at the Canadian Border Services Agency, this
paper examines the temporality of security as seen by Canadian border officers
at different stages of their careers. Officers’ dispositions, as well as varied
categorizations of work routines and understandings of bordering, point to how
officers negotiate instability in security organizations through generational
narratives. Whether it concerns nostalgia for economic protectionism and for a
past without technologies when they had full use of their discretionary powers,
or generational disagreements over the respective value of intelligence,
automation and interview skills, the officers’ transforming policing sensibilities
invite investigation into the contested nature of time in border control.

Bio
Karine Côté-Boucher is Assistant Professor at the School of Criminology, and
researcher at the International Centre for Comparative Criminology at Université
de Montréal. Her work has been in the area of border policing and occupational
change, as well as refugee rights and citizenship. She is now studying intersections of border security, logistics and labour in the transportation sector.
Selected publications include, with Federica Infantino and Mark Salter, Border
Security as Practice, a special issue of Security Dialogue, as well as an article in
the British Journal of Criminology in 2016.
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Caroline Holmqvist, ‘Spectres of War’
Abstract
How does war live and die? What forms of living and dying are made possible by
war? Although life and death are central to war, inquiry into the forms of life and
death enabled by war is strangely elided in conventional accounts: ‘war’ is taken
as a discrete and finite event, and recordings of life/death as statistical
absolutes. Attentive to the competing temporalities at work in ‘contemporary’
violence, this paper draws on Jacques Derrida’s writings on spectrality and
haunting to argue that the category of ʻwarʼ as such – the modern idea of war as
a finite event – haunts our ability to come to terms with the dispersed wars of
our time. This claim is substantiated by an inquiry into the relationship between
the body/bodies of contemporary war and the production of the human as
political subject (drawing on Judith Butler, Adriana Caravero and Maurice
Merleau-Ponty). With bodies that are at once absent/present; visible/invisible
(drone warfare); undone through excessive violence (torture) or ‘killed’ even in
their absence (burning of refugee shelters in Europe), contemporary war renders
the human subject spectral. This, in turn, impedes our understanding of
contemporary war in political terms.

Bio
Caroline Holmqvist currently holds the Eric Remacle Chair in Peace Studies,
Université libre de Bruxelles (Belgium) and is a Researcher at Swedish Institute of
International Affairs (UI). Her research concerns the contemporary expression of
war and the relationship between politics and violence. Her current project deals
with questions of time and temporality and their implications for understanding
war and violence. Caroline has published three books, most recently her
monograph Policing Wars: On Military Intervention in the Twenty-First
Century (Palgrave Macmillan, 2014) and an edited volume entitled War, Police
and Assemblages of Intervention (Routledge, 2014), as well as several articles
and book chapters.
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Mohadeseh Zarebidaki & Iman Ganji, ‘Temporalities
of War’
Abstract
The war seems perpetual. The temporality of war has been changed, though
unequally, throughout the world. Our time is a one with blurred boundaries
between war and peace, since War on Terror has deterritorialized the
conventional limits of warfare: it incorporated war conditions into the daily life,
made civil war as the main form of war, and implemented advanced military
technologies such as unmanned combat air vehicles that make operations
anytime –and‐space whatsoever. There is then no time of peace in opposition to
time of war: there exists only times of war.
The civil wars in the Middle East have particularly shown the culmination point of
this new logic. There are more than 6o countries that are officially in one or
another military coalition active in Syria and Iraq, usually but problematically
described as intervention against ISIL (the Islamic State in Iraq and Levant). Right
now, there are other wars being raged in Yemen, Turkey, Lebanon,
Palestine/Israel, and Egypt, not to mention nearby Afghanistan, Pakistan, and
Libya. And all these molar wars broke out after the revolutionary movements in
almost all these countries; or one could say, after the molecular wars of
resistance and creativity against States and hierarchical economies of power and
capital.
Focusing on this new horizon, the following essay will deal with the problem of
temporality and the transformations in its lived experience and perception
during and inside these wars which has shown a certain relation to the global
situation as a whole and the global political economy in particular. However, it
will remain on an abstract, conceptual level, since contrary to the euro‐centrist
approach to the Middle East as an extension of the center the proper conceptual
tools for such a re‐examination does not yet exist. And they should be assembled
by deterritorializing theory from its Western limitations, displacing and
transforming it. In this way, the essay will study the temporalities of war not only
negatively by concentrating on the destructive timelessness of War, but also by
redefining war –or rather civil war versus nation‐State – through its temporality.
It will therefore follow the trajectory of the concept of Kairos, its relation with
Civil War and Crisis etymologically and conceptually, and its different
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understanding in the Islamic Traditions. As such, it will consider the multiple
protest movements and resistances in that region that opened new dimensions
for thinking the future, beyond nation‐States, their civil wars, and false modern
claims to universality.

Bios
Mohadeseh Zarebidaki is a PhD Sociology student at the Bielefeld Graduate
School in History and Sociology (BGHS). Her dissertation is on the idea of the
political and manifestations of altermodernities (alternatives to modernity) in the
recent decade protest movements in the Middle East. Her current research in the
field of political theory follows a series of other political activities in Iran,
including translating and writing books and articles in autonomous websites. Cotranslations of a series of books from French philosophers (Deleuze and Guattari,
Foucault, Bataille, Blanchot, Nancy, among others) are some of the tangible
result of such activities.
Iman Ganji is a Doctoral Candidate in International Research Training Group in
the Institute of Theatre Studies, Freie Universität Berlin. He was born in 1986 in
Mashhad, Iran, and from 2004 to 2012, he lived in Tehran where he worked as a
translator, writer, and activist, and co‐translated works by Spinoza, Marx, Artaud,
Bataille, Blanchot, Deleuze, Guattari, Negri, among others. He holds three
masters from Tehran University of Arts (“Philosophy of Arts), and University of
Amsterdam and Warwick University (“International Performance Research”).
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Friday
16
December,
Worldings (11)

11:30–13:00,

Jaap Kooijman, ‘Think Different. An American
Conception of the World: Stuart Hall’s ʻThe Local and
the Globalʼ Revisited’
Abstract
In April 1989, Stuart Hall gave the lecture ʻThe
Local
and
the
Global:
Globalization and Ethnicity,ʼ in which he made a distinction between UKdominated globalization of the nineteenth century and US-dominated
globalization of the twentieth century. Whereas the former was based on the
exclusion of other cultures and replacing them with ʻlittle mini-versions of
Englishness everywhere,ʼ the latter aimed to ʻrecognize and absorb those [global]
differences within the larger, overarching framework of what is essentially an
American conception of the worldʼ. When revisiting Stuart Hall’s lecture now
three decades later, one cannot help but see how relevant his argument remains
for globalization in current times. The conference’s interpretation of
ʻglobalisation as the simultaneity of different and radically divergent
temporalitiesʼ does not go against but instead reinforces the logic of USdominated globalization, in which US American cultural hegemony is rendered
invisible and dominant American values are presented as ʻuniversalʼ ones. Stuart
Hall highlights the seemingly paradoxical character of US dominated
globalization, which is ʻmulti-national but de-centeredʼ and as such works
through difference rather than homogeneity. In this paper presentation, I will not
simply argue that globalization is really US American cultural imperialism after
all, but instead connect Hall’s argument to contemporary perspectives on
globalization in the aim to recognize those elements of US-dominated
globalization that seem no longer visible.

Bio
Jaap Kooijman is associate professor in Media Studies and American Studies at
the University of Amsterdam. He is the author of Fabricating the Absolute Fake:
America in Contemporary Pop Culture (AUP 2013).
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Marga van Mechelen, ‘Re-reading Appadurai’s Notion
of “Scape” in Relation to Cultural Globalization’
Abstract
In my paper I would like to examine and evaluate the endeavors of Arjun
Appadurai to develop a theory of cultural globalization and more precisely the
idea of temporality and cultural diversity in cultural global exchange. In his
Modernity at Large (1996) Appadurai refers to Crane’s concept of ‘invisible
lectures’ (1972), that he relates to his own, more comprehensive concepts of
‘community of sentiment’ and ‘landscape of group identityʼ (1990). These
concepts we should consider in the light of ‘social imaginariesʼ (Benedict
Anderson 1983) and Appadurai’s own idea of disjuncture in the global cultural
economy (Appadurai 1990 and 1996). Crane and Appadurai were both criticized
for the same reasons. First because the psychological or more specific Lacanian
resonance was not really elaborated by them, though being inspirational to, for
example, Jill Bennett (2005). Second for having ‘disregard aspects of power and
conflict’ (Lara Buchholz and Ulf Wuggenig 2005). Now that we are ten years later,
the question arises how valid still is Appadurai’s better known notion of scape,
that is related to the former notions? I will concentrate on the two scapes that
are most relevant in relation to cultural globalization, namely ethnoscape and
artscape.

Bio
Marga van Mechelen is Assistant Professor in Modern and Contemporary Art at
the University of Amsterdam. She is a member of ASCA (Amsterdam School for
Cultural Analysis), ASH (Amsterdam School of Historical Studies) and the
Executive Committee of the IASS-AIS (International Association for Semiotic
Studies). She published widely on contemporary art, conceptual, performance
and installation art in particular, and on visual semiotic and psycho-semiotic
subjects. Three of her latest books on contemporary and performance and
installation art are De Appel. Performances, Installations, Video, Projects, 19751983 (2006), Echt Peeters. Realist – Avant-gardist (Wezep: Uitgeverij de Kunst,
2011) and Art at Large: Through Installation and Performance Art (2013), a
collection of semiotic essays.
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MeLê Yamomo, ‘Translocations of Global Auditioning:
Migrant Filipino Musicians and Acoustic ʻWorldingʼ in
the Asia Pacific’
Abstract
In the second half of the nineteenth century, Manila became the source of the
ubiquitous Manila musicians that formed the first town bands across the Asia
Pacific. In 1881, the Shanghai municipal band was the first publicly-funded
musical band composed entirely of Manila musicians organized in the region. It
did not take long before the urban practice of employing a Manila band spread
from Medan, Singapore and Penang to Macau, Hong Kong and Tokyo. As
Western diatonic music became the acoustic matrix of a ʻglobalizingʼ modernity,
the Manila musicians served as the musical laborers who replicated, displaced,
and diversified the auditioning of Asian modernization projects through their
repertoire of European dance music and operatic overtures and fantasies. Today,
Filipino musicians remain standard fixtures in music bars, clubs, hotels across the
Asia Pacific as well as aboard trans-Pacific cruise ships—brokering multi-national
record-labels and FM radio acoustic aesthetics with local listening practices
through their live performances of cover albums, show tunes, and local pop
songs. If we are to think of globalization’s temporality as a universal coevalness,
it is easy to agree to Arjun Appadurai’s diagnosis of Filipino musicianship as
postcolonial hyper mimicry emulating an imagined historical memory towards a
“nostalgia for the present” (Frederic Jameson). Following Chakrabarty’s critique
of historicism, this paper re-considers an understanding of multiple temporalities
within the spatial epistemologies of translocalitions and embodied/performed
fragmentations of (sonic) modernities. By examining the migration of Manila/
Filipino bands across different cities in the Asia Pacific, I analyze the regional
practice of hiring of the musicians within Aihwa Ong’s notion ‘worlding’. Concomitantly, I take the hybrid migrating performing bodies of the musicians as the
site of translocal auditioning/performances of (multiple) globalizations.

Bio
meLê yamomo is an Assistant Professor of Theatre Studies at the University of
Amsterdam. He completed a PhD in Theatre Studies and Musicology from the
Ludwig-Maximilans-Universität in Munich (Germany) and was formerly a
researcher at the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) Kosseleck Project
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“Global Theatre Histories”. He received a dual Masters in International
Performance Research from the universities of Amsterdam (Netherlands) and
Warwick (UK) under an Erasmus Mundus scholarship. meLê is also a theatre
director, composer, and designer and has done projects in Asia, Europe, and
Australia.
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Friday 16 December, 14:30–16:00, Il/licit
Temporalities (12)
Geoff Gordon, ‘Imperial Standard Time’
Abstract
My paper will explore the imperial production of standardized time under law in
the 19thcentury. The history I will tell demonstrates a co-constitutive
relationship between colonial exploitation, standardized time, and what has
come to be called transnational law. Standardized time and transnational law
have been and remain fundamental to the construction and reproduction of each
other. Transnational law was mobilized in the context of liberal-capitalist and
colonial regimes to help establish standardized time around the globe in the
19thand 20thcenturies; standardized time in turn facilitated the maintenance of
those regimes and the conditions for growth of transnational law and legal
relations globally.
The imposition of standardized time in the colonial world was part of a wider
contest for temporal dominance, one that suppressed local identities together
with local norms and local times, and served (though not without contestation
and counter-practices of subversion) to support the ideology of western
modernity and progress narratives. Time—not just standardized time—has been
consistently crucial to governing regimes, but differently according to different
social contexts. The context of the imposition of standardized time is identified in
this history with rationalized administration, commerce and the multiplication of
transactional relations across borders, with railroads, shipping and telegraph
concerns playing a special role alongside colonial administrators and imperial
powers.
Law has been defined as the stabilization of expectations, and standardized time
represents the construction of a temporal basis capable of defining transactional
expectations globally, across a plurality of normative environments. In other
words, standardized time is a temporal idiom crucial as a matter of law to
enabling and governing relations across the borderlines of diverse spaces, legal
systems and normative communities. The relations in issue include private
commercial transactions and public administration. My paper, in observing the
co-constitutive historical relationship between standardized time and
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transnational law, describes the relevance of colonial practices for contemporary
transnational law and governance with respect to issues such as high frequency
financial transactions and global security politics.

Bio
Geoff Gordon is a Senior Researcher in Public International Law at the T.M.C.
Asser Institute, and a former assistant professor at the Vrije Universiteit
Amsterdam in the Transnational Legal Studies department, where he obtained
his PhD in 2013. At the VU, he was co-director of the Law & Politics of
International Security LLM program, and remains co-director of the Centre for
European Legal Studies. He is also currently editor of International Legal Theory
at the Leiden Journal of International Law.

Filipe dos Reis & Maj Lervad Grasten, ‘On the ʻFutures
Pastʼ of International Law: Interventions, Kosovo and
the Politics of Time’
Abstract
A change in the temporal structure of international legal argumentation has
recently been observed, in particular, in the context of the ‘war on terror’ and
the pre-emptive use of force. As it is argued, we can observe an almost
wholesale shift in the temporality of law from a backward-looking logic towards a
forward-looking logic, based on normative and cognitive expectations,
respectively, through e.g. the invocation of the notion of ‘risk’. This paper
problematizes the past/future divide and the act of temporal separation that
under pins traditional understandings of international law evolving around
notions of progress and telos which is, we argue, being reproduced in the
present debate on law’s changing temporality in the face of uncertainty. To this
end, were construct how temporalities in present international legal
argumentation are constructed around past experiences which through present
scenarios always shape our expectations about the future, Doing so, we draw on
the case of the use of international legal expertise in delineating legal and
legitimate targets during NATO’s intervention and the subsequent UN
administration of Kosovo to reconstruct how legal arguments and claims are
structured by different and often conflicting logics of temporal differentiation
and how they are mutually constitutive of one another.
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Bios
Filipe dos Reis is currently a research associate and PhD candidate in International Relations at the University of Erfurt (since 2012); he obtained a MA in
Political Science, Economics and Modern and Recent History from the LMU
Munich (2011); recent publications: ʻConstructivism and the Politics of International Lawʼ (with Oliver Kessler) in: Oxford Handbook of the Theory of
International Law (eds. Anne Orford and Florian Hoffmann, OUP, 2016); ʻThe
power of legality, legitimacy and the (im)possibility of interdisciplinary researchʼ
(with Oliver Kessler) in: The Power of Legality (eds. Nikolas Rajkovic, Tanja
Aalberts and Thomas Gammeltoft-Hansen, CUP, 2016).
Maj Grasten is a postdoctoral fellow in the Department of Business and Politics
at Copenhagen Business School. Her main fields of interest are international
political sociology, international legal theory and the interaction of law and
politics in global governance. Her thesis explored the role of norms in
international practices in post-war legal reforms, in particular in the Western
Balkans. She has recently published in the Journal of International Relations and
Development and contributed to an edited volume on The Power of Legality
(Cambridge University Press, forthcoming).

Dušan Marinković & Dušan Ristić, ‘Neo-Liberal
Erosion of History and The Post-Societal Order of
Time/Space’
Abstract
Transformation of politics into bio-politics implied reorganization and
displacement of the main categories of our thinking. Today, ideological practices
of neo-liberalism extend the rational logic of the market (analytical schemes,
decision-making criteria, etc.) over other social spheres, infecting the time/space
as well. Neo-liberal ideology is in that sense also the economics and politics of
time/space. Arrhythmia of neo-liberal order signifies the process of restructuring
of the network of discourses and practices, as well as techniques and procedures
of governmentality: new displacements, dislocations, regionalizations. It brings
the changes in the hierarchy of time/space continuum as an important part of
the “structure of consent”, but also in the context of the capability of people to
‘go on’ through the flow of largely routinized social life that depends on forms of
time/space. Arrhythmia on the level of everyday life is reflected through the
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process of deritualization – disappearance of old connections among discourses
and practices, among social fields. It brings the illusion of unity without the sense
of the whole, solidarity, society. Older and stable hierarchies of society are
fragmented and liquid, losing their signification as an ultimate source of
meaning. We question the neo-liberal deritualization and definition of everyday
that undermines the “old” matrix of social production of time/space.

Bios
Dušan Marinković is Full Professor of Sociology at the Department of Sociology,
Faculty of Philosophy, University of Novi Sad, Serbia. He is Editor in Chief of
Mediterran Publishing house. His main fields of interest are sociological theory,
sociology of knowledge and sociology of ideology. He is the author of the books
Construction of Social Reality in Sociology, Reflexive Sociology of Alvin W.
Gouldne and Outline of the Sociology of Ideology. The realms of his interest are
transformation of public sphere and the relations between heterotopias, space
and power.
Dušan Ristić is Docent at the Department of Sociology, Faculty of Philosophy,
University of Novi Sad, Serbia. He has graduated and received his degrees in
Sociology at the Faculty of Philosophy in Novi Sad. His fields of interest are
sociology of knowledge approach to discourse, Foucault studies, digital
humanities, communication studies and human geography. The special realms of
his interest are theories of ideology, media and identity. He is the co-author of
the book Outline of the Sociology of Ideology.

Sinkwan Cheng, ‘Disrupting the Linear Temporality of
Globalization: The Contemporary Relevance of an
Ancient ʻRightʼ in both Europe and China’
Abstract
The history of ʻhuman rightsʼ has often been presented in the global age as a
linear narrative, and ʻhuman rightsʼ has become yet another term to distinguish
ʻprogressiveʼ countries from those which are not (the latter to be ostracized from
the international community as it ʻlags behindʼ the global temporality). In light of
the long list of human right violations simultaneous with the burgeoning of rights
discourse ever since the adoption of the UDHR in 1948, I perform a comparative
Begriffsgeschichte to resuscitate an ancient meaning of ʻrightʼ in both China and
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the West that might better prevent crimes against humanity than modern liberal
rights.
I undertake to do the above by using Yuan Dehui’s 19th-century Chinese
translation of Vattel’s ʻrightʼ as li （moral reason 理）– often regarded a
mistranslation due to the absence in the classical Chinese culture of a concept of
an atomistic self that could ground the modern liberal notion of ʻrightʼ – to tease
out its classical Greek counterpart which is equally incompatible with the modern
liberal idea of ʻright.ʼ Li, a Confucian concept, turns out to be very similar to the
classical Greek concept to dikaion (an Aristotelian concept that continued to
dominate Western imagination through most part of the Middle Ages). More
importantly, I use the two classical traditions’ common incompatibility with
modern liberal notion of ʻrightʼ to explore the commonalities between them. It is
my argument that Yuan’s translation which looks like a Confucian
misinterpretation of Western notions of ʻrightʼ turns out to be a return of the
repressed – that is, a return of an earlier Western meaning of ʻrightʼ which has
been increasingly repressed since Europe’s capitalistic-imperialistic adventures.
By using Yuan’s Confucian rendition of ʻrightʼ to draw out a pre-capitalist and
pre-expansionist meaning of ʻrightʼ in the Western tradition, my goal is to join
the East with the West in a ʻrightʼ that could better harmonize the self with
society, right with duty, and negative with positive freedom.
In addition to breaking new grounds in intellectual content, I also seek to do the
same with methodology. I initiate a new kind of adventure in Koselleck’s
Begriffeschichte method by using synchronic semantic changes effected by
translation to interrogate the diachronic semantic changes of ʻrightʼ in the West.
By using the ʻnewʼ semantics that surface in the Chinese translation of ʻrightʼ to
draw out the ʻoldʼ semantics of ʻrightʼ in the West, I effect a defamiliarization of
the modern liberal concept of ʻrightʼ via both its synchronic Other (Confucian
ʻrightʼ) and its diachronic Other (ʻrightʼ in pre-modern West). In other words, I
aim at interrogating modern Western ʻrightʼ with its temporal Other (Aristotle)
via the detour of its cultural Other (Confucius), thus inviting readers to
understand the meaning of ʻrightʼ anew.
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Bio
Sinkwan Cheng has been awarded ten (inter-)national fellowships and grants for
her scholarly work over the past 16 years (including a European Institutes for
Advanced Study Fellowship, a Rockefeller Fellowship, a DAAD Fellowship, and
two fellowships at Durham University in the U.K.) In addition to her teaching
experience in New York, Berlin, London, and Hong Kong, she has given faculty
seminars and lectures in the U.S., the U.K., Germany, Sweden, the Netherlands,
China, South Korea, Macau, and Hong Kong. She was also an invited speaker at
the 2015 Philosophy of Religion Conference organized by Claremont Graduate
University. She is the editor of Law, Justice, and Power: Between Reason and
Will (Stanford University Press). She has also published in MLN, Cardozo Law
Review, American Journal of Semiotics, Law and Literature, and Literature and
Psychology.
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Caroline Vander Stichele, ‘Yoga’s Ancient Indian
Roots: Time and Space in Discussions on the Origin of
Modern Yoga’
Abstract
In this paper I explore the emergence and increasing popularization of yoga
practice since the sixties in Flanders as a concrete case of larger developments
that have taken place transnationally. The first part of the paper is based on life
story interviews that I conducted with yoga pioneers, who started teaching yoga
classes in Flanders since the sixties. These stories allow me to get a sense
of their understanding of what yoga is about, where it comes from and how it
developed. Taken together these stories illustrate how yoga is perceived in one
particular region of Europe.
In the second part of this paper I relate my findings to discussions taking place in
the field of Yoga Studies about the widespread claims that are made regarding
modern yoga’s ancient Hindu origins, its development, and the reasons for its
transnational success and commercialization. I will more specifically pay
attention to the seemingly contradictory claims that yoga is universal and
ʻtimelessʼ on the one hand and the insistence on its antiquity and particularity, its
ʻIndian rootsʼ, on the other. I will argue that this appreciation of yoga by its
ʻWesternʼ practitioners, masks a deep ambivalence about yoga’s foreign origin as
well as a selective appropriation of its resources. Ironically, this orientalist
appreciation of yoga is now reclaimed by India’s Prime Minister, Narendra Modi,
to present yoga as ʻan invaluable gift of our ancient traditionʼ.

Bio
Caroline Vander Stichele teaches at the Faculty of Humanities of the University of
Amsterdam, the Netherlands. She holds a PhD in Religious Studies from the KU
Leuven (Belgium) and a Master Contemporary Asian Studies from the University
of Amsterdam. Her research interests relate to Early Christian literature, religion
and film, and Yoga Studies.
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Martin Hyde, ‘Mapping the Global Biotemporalities of
Ageing and Later Life’
Abstract
Population ageing and globalization are two key phenomena. However, there
is little work that unites them. This is surprising as each raises questions about
the contemporary nature of time and space. This presentation seeks to redress
this gap drawing on a range of cross-national data to explore how changes in the
nature of ageing and later life are creating a series of multiple, overlapping timespaces. It has been noted that place has an important impact on later life.
However, the places in which we age are undergoing a series of changes. We
have moved away from a world in which nations were seen as the dominant
time-space to a world characterized by a series of overlapping temporal and
spatial regimes. Yet traditional theories of ageing were based upon a
standardised, linear life course and took the nation-state as the key spatial
referent. This produced a dual temporality as the progress of nations along the
path of modernisation was seen to mimic the individual’s forlorn journey to the
industrial scrap heap of ‘old age’. However, such images have been disrupted by
the emergence of new shifting, multiple, temporalities of ageing. Globally there
are historical and future differences in the timing, speed and level of population
ageing as well as the in the spatial distribution and ageing of the older population
itself. The life course has become re/disorganized and is no longer governed
by a predetermined chronology of ageing. In economic terms older workers in
the global North are encouraged to extend their working lives whilst in the global
South retiring on a pension is out of reach for millions of older people. These
changes have created a series of ‘temporal world-view paradoxes’ as the
economic, political and cultural co-ordinates of later life become increasingly
dispersed over multiple spatial logics and temporal frames.

Bio
Martin Hyde is a sociologist with a long standing interest in cross-national
comparative research on ageing and later life. His new book Ageing and
Globalization with Paul Higgs is published by Policy Press. He has been involved
in a number of large-scale studies including the English Longitudinal Study of
Ageing (ELSA) and the Survey for Health, Retirement and Ageing in
Europe (SHARE). He co-ordinates the Integrated Datasets in Europe for Ageing
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Research network and is an Associate Editor for Ageing & Society and BMC
Geriatrics and Gerontology.

Matt Cornell, ‘The Therapeutic Infantile in Precarious
Times’
Abstract
Psychoanalysts from Freud to Fromm have warned about the dangers of
ʻinfantilizationʼ: a mental process by which adults regress to a childlike state to
avoid confronting reality. While the former saw religion as an agent of the
infantile, the latter diagnosed political radicals with the condition. The threat
of infantilization returns in modern discourses about our precarious, postFordist present. Here, it is neither religion nor politics that infantilizes, but a
globalized economy which instils and reproduces childlike fantasies of escape
and reinvention through consumption. Benjamin Barber warns that our times are
defined by ʻan ethos of induced childishness: an infantilization that is closely tied
to the demands of consumer capitalismʼ while popular media note the
emergence of infantile subjects: ʻkidultsʼ and ʻadultescents.ʼ Zygmunt Bauman
identifies a shift from ʻsolidʼ to ʻliquidʼ capitalism, which destabilizes identities
and figures the ideal consumer as a wishful child.
While these critics explore the ways in which modern subjects
are interpellated as children, I analyze why people choose to self-infantilize. My
research focuses on a constellation of infantile cultural practices (adult coloring
books, breakfast cereal cafes, adult preschools, etc.) which are promoted to
adults as therapeutic or reparative. I argue that these specific practices – which
I call the therapeutic infantile – seek to soothe the insecurity caused by
a normalized state of neoliberal precarity (Lorey). I further argue that this
phenomenon is a specific temporal paradox of late capitalist or liquid modern
society. My paper will take a closer look at two case studies: the adult coloring
book (a genre which now dominates book sales) and the flotation tank (an older
practice which has re-emerged as a relaxation technology). What do these
practices seek to repair in the modern subject? How do they structure an
infantile affective experience? How do they create a new sense of time—
returning adults to an idealized childhood?
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Bio
Matt Cornell is a PhD candidate at the Amsterdam School for Cultural
Analysis. His research focuses on the relationship between infantile cultural
practices and precarity in late capitalism. Last year, he graduated cum laude from
the Cultural Analysis research MA program at the University of Amsterdam. His
thesis focused on the use of cats in ISIS Twitter propaganda. Earlier this year, he
contributed an essay to Assigned: Life With Gender, published by W.W.
Norton. His work has also appeared in popular media, including Al Jazeera, The
Guardian and Overland Journal.
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Friday, December 16, 14:30–16:00, Time to
Protest (14)
Matt Davies, ‘Music, Time, Political Economy: Lived
Space and the Problem of Scale’
Abstract
Feminist political economy, by focusing on the household, the domestic sphere,
or private life, has made important contributions to thinking about how everyday
life and the modern international are related. However, while this work has
illuminated the ʻinternational political economy of the householdʼ or the
ʻdomestic political economy of the internationalʼ, it remains conceptually difficult
to specify the political space that such mutual scalar imbrications produce. The
intimate scale of the private sphere both appears and operates differently to the
remote and abstract scale of the international. This paper addresses a conceptual
problem: can an exploration of temporalities politically refocus problems of
scale? In what ways does time underwrite space? This paper sets out to explore
how a political space that can disrupt the domestic-international binary can be
enabled by music, specifically through the pop and electronic music project 4
Women No Cry. The musicians on this three-CD project hail from Buenos Aires,
Paris, Vienna, Tbilisi, New York, Barcelona, London, Berlin, Pereira (Colombia),
Athens, Los Angeles, and Rio de Janeiro: culturally and geographically dispersed
places that nonetheless map a shared affective and musical terrain for the
women who contributed to this project. This paper examines the notion that
temporality, specifically as articulated through music, can delimit or refigure
problems of scale. The musicians participating in 4 Women No Cry produce lived
spaces through plural temporalities; their music enables affective communities in
which the intimate and the remote are not ontologically opposed. The paper
posits the changing techniques, technologies, and political economies of music
production, distribution, and consumption articulated through the rhythms and
soundscapes of 4 Women No Cry methodologically, as ways of revisiting the scale
of the intimate as an open, fluid, lived space of the international.

Bio
Matt Davies is Senior Lecturer in International Political Economy at Newcastle
University. His research explores the relations, interfaces, or mediations between
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IPE and everyday life. He examines these with reference to popular culture, work
and labour, and urbanisation, as well as in relation to theoretical concerns
stemming from critical international theory. Recent publications include
ʻEveryday Life as Critique: Revisiting the Everyday with Henri Lefebvre and
Postcolonial Theoryʼ (2016); ʻProduction in Everyday Life: Poetics and Prosaicsʼ
(2015); ʻWhat Does (the Study of) International Politics Sound Like?ʼ (with MI
Franklin, 2015); and ʻThe Aesthetics of the Financial Crisis: Work, Culture, Politicsʼ
(2012).

Natasha Basu, ‘Race, Revolution and Transnational
Civil Disobedience’
Abstract
Contemporary racial justice movements such as Black Lives Matter are being
branded as ʻmilitantʼ both by critics and proponents. Its unwillingness to engage
in ʻrespectability politics,ʼ appealing to the sense of justice of the majority, and it
revolutionary aims is a departure from the Civil Rights Movement of the
1960s. Greater militancy and revolutionary aims are being paired with a
commitment to civil disobedience as a mode of resisting the liberal democratic
state. In this paper, I argue that civil disobedience that addresses racial injustice
reveals how the history of race within the construction of our liberal democratic
societies inevitably structures our conception of the citizen. I claim that civil
disobedience motivated by racial injustice strives to create a new conception of
the citizen that was not previously understood by the governing majority, a
conception that would require an end to formal legal discrimination and
structural socio-economic advantages based on race.
I draw from Laurent Dubois’ work on the citizen and ʻcolonial history through
which universalism has been merged with the particularistic exclusion of
‘others’ʼ in order to show the continuities that persist between colonial
emancipation in the French Republic, slave emancipation in the US, and parallels
that contemporary movements such as Black Lives Matter and Sans Papiers
communicate. By examining both movements, I highlight two common claims
that persist in both movements: 1) an assertion of humanity and citizenship,
2) resisting the colonial practice of racial ordering of bodies by drawing and
policing borders. I argue that these parallels transpire seemingly independently,
but are born out of a collective feeling of being ‘othered’, an identification that
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has its roots in colonialism. In contemporary movements that tackle race-based
injustice, a rejection of the system, a revolutionary drive exists and continues to
motivate the movement, while committing to civil disobedience.

Bio
Natasha Basu is PhD Researcher at the University of Amsterdam, working under
the supervision of Dr. Robin Celikates and Prof. Dr. Beate Roessler on the
Globalization of Civil Disobedience. This research is part of the NWO-VIDI
project Transformations of Civil Disobedience: Democratization, Globalization, Digitalization. She is a member of the Amsterdam School for Cultural
Analysis (ASCA), the Dutch Research School of Philosophy (OZSW) and the
Amsterdam Center for Globalization Studies (ACGS). Her conference
presentations include “Challenging Global Epistemic Violence: Illegal Migration as
Civil Disobedience?” at the Dubrovnik Critical Theory Summer School (June 2015)
and the ACGS Conference on Global Cultures of Contestation (October 2015).

Judith Naeff, ‘Questioning the Notions of Rupture and
Failure in the Context of Global Social Protest
Movements’
Abstract
This paper takes the Arab uprisings of 2011 as its starting point for an
interrogation of the interrelated concepts of revolutionary rupture and failure.
The breath-taking violence and oppression witnessed in Arab countries over the
past 5 years have crushed the exhilarating aspirations of the revolutionary
moments of 2011. The subsequent despair has led commentators to conclude
that the Arab uprisings have failed (e.g. The Arab Winter, The Economist, Jan 9,
2016). While it is undeniable that the demands for bread, freedom and dignity
have not been met, this paper takes issue with the notion of failure, which, it
argues, is entangled with the temporalities of teleological modernity and
revolutionary rupture that are central to mid-twentieth century articulations of
leftism.
Even more than their Western European peers, Arab leftist intellectuals have
decried their failure to realize their desire for change for decades. It resonates
with a broader sense of malaise and the supposed inability of Arab societies to
catch up with modernity as lived and expressed by European societies (Sheehi,
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2004). Thus, the notion of failure correlates directly with the teleological grand
narratives of modernity, be they liberal, communist or anything in between. This
narrative of failure has often been articulated around clearly defined historical
ruptures, especially that of the 1967 defeat of the Arab armies. Taking its cue
from Elizabeth Kassab’s thesis that the malaise was produced more by the
protracted problems of post-independence politics and economy than by a
decisive historical event (2009), and from Asef Bayat’s sensibility to everyday
practices of resistance (2009), the paper contends that the notion of failure is
unproductive for understanding social protest movements in the 2010s. If global
protest movements in the twenty-first century articulate demands outside the
temporal framework of revolutionary rupture and teleology, they should also be
assessed in new ways.

Bio
Holding an MA in Arabic Studies and an RMA in Literary Studies, Judith Naeff is
currently lecturer Visual Culture at the Radboud University Nijmegen. Between
2011 and 2016 she was a PhD fellow at the Amsterdam School for Cultural
Analysis (ASCA) where she defended her thesis Beirut’s Suspended Now:
Imaginaries of a Precarious City in October 2016.
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